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ABSTRACT

Corona discharges on the conductor surface of a HVDC transmission line generate ion
flow in the interelectrode space, and therefore cause power losses as well as environmentai
concerns. To evaluate these effects, one has to solve the ion flow field (or ionized field).
However, the solution of this problem is very difficultdue to its nonlinearity and the effect
of wind. Although this problem has been tackled by a number of researchen over the past
severai decades, a review of the existing literanire indicates that problems associated with
strong wind or bundled lines are still not solved satisfactonly.
This thesis presents two new numerical algorithms, the FEM based optimization algorithm and the upwind FVM (node-centered FVM and triangular NM) based relaxation
algorithm, for solving unipolar ionized fields including the effect of wind. The validity and
efficiency of the presented algonthms is favorably demonstrated on a coaxial cylindrical
configuration and on a unipolar line mode1 in the presence of wind. Stable and fast convergence is observed for the former algorithm under moderate wind conditions, while excellent iterative behavior is exhibited by the latter with wind velocities in the range from O to
45 d s or even higher.
The FVM based relaxation algorithm is also extended to analyze the bipolar ionized

field. A simplified mode1 is suggested so that the bipolar ionized field in the absence of
wind may be treated as the combination of two unipolar ionized fields for computing the
field quantities at ground level.
The ionized field due to bundled unipolar DC lines is investigated in detail by using the

FVM based relaxation algorithm. The geometries considered are typical of practical DC
lines and the effect of wind is included. The validity of the equivalent single conductor
approach is verified.
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SYMBOLS AND NOTATIONS

superscript indicating a quantity corresponding to the positive polarity or the positive conductor.
superscript indicating a quantity corresponding to the negative polarity or the negative conductor.
symbol indicating an interpolation function.
superscript indicating the transpose of a matrix or a vector.
indicates a vector of nodal values of a scalar quantity.
indicates a matrix.
zero vector,
unit matrix.
indicates the maximum value of a quantity.
indicates the minimum value of a quantity.
electric field intensity.
corona current density.

wind velocity.
drift velocity of space charge density.
corona current per unit length of the DC line.
mobility of the positive space charge ( 1 . 4 lo4
~ rn2N.s).
~ m2N.s).
mobility of the negative space charge ( 1 . 8 lo4
~~
perrnittiviy of free space ( 8 . 8 5 4 ~ 1 6Fh).

electric potentiai of the charge free field.
electric potentiai due to space charge only.
total electric potentiai.
space charge density.
coefficient of recombination ( 2 . 2 10-I2
~
rn3/s).
absolute value of an electron charge ( ~ . 6 x 1 0 - 'C),
~ or any element in a finite element mesh.
coefficient of ion diffusion.
q = p/e0.

velocity potential representing the wind distribution.
operating voltage of a transmission line.
corona onset field strength, defined by Peek's law.
corona onset voltage.
space charge density at the conductor surface.
value of q at the conductor surface.
conductor height.
radius of the energized conductor.
spacing of two poles of a bipolar DC line or the spacing of
subconductors of a unipolar bundled unipolar line.
the solution domain, not including the boundary.

boundary of the solution domain.

solution domain including the boundary, i.e.

a = R u T.

boundary corresponding to the conductor surface.
boundary corresponding to the grounded plane.

artificiai boundary.
a portion of the boundary Ta or Ta u Tg,through which the space charge ffowing
into the solution domain is neglected.
number of nodes in a finite element mesh.
number of elements in a finite element mesh.

set of nodal points contained in

(O).

subdomain covered by the eth element.
subdomain consisting of the elements associated with the node 1.
set of nodal points associated with the node i.
set of nodai points associated with the node i, inciuding the node i itself.
number of nodai points on
average number of

fiI.

p, .

ith control volume or cell.

boundary of C i .
common side of Ciand C,.
number of control volumes.

1

set of cells associated with the ce11 Ci.

I$w set of cells associated with the ce11 Ci on its upwind side.

yu,,+, upwind parameter in the FVM.
relaxation factor in the FVM based relaxation algorithm.
ni,,, number of iterations required for convergence.

AC

Alternating Current.

BEM

Boundary EIement Method.

BC

Boundary Condition.

CSM

Charge Simuiation Method.

DC

Direct Current.

FE

Finite Element.

FEM

Finite Eiement Method.

FV

Finite Volume.

FVM

Finite Volume Method

HV

High Voltage.

PDE

Partial Differential Equation.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces the significance, physical background and mathematical modelling of the DC ionized field problem. Existing solution techniques are reviewed. Finaily,
the objective of the thesis is delineated.

81.1 SigniScance of Ionized Field Analysis
High-voltage (HV) direct current WC)transmission offen advantages over HV alternating current (AC) transmission for long distant bulk power transfer. In recent years,
progress in DC technology and increasing demand for electrical energy have stimulated
fast development of HVDC transmission lines. DC transmission lines with an operating
voltage of 500 kV or above have been put into service in various parts of the world. At the
same time, however, some associated problems have arisen, one of which is the environmental problem under a HVDC transmission line.
Since DC transmission lines are usudly operated above their corona onset voltage,
ions or space charges are generated close to the energized conductor. Under the action of
the electric field, the space charge migrates in a certain manner and fills the whole interelectrode space, thus causing some environmental effects in addition to power losses. For
example, the resulting corona currents charge the objects at ground such as a human body.
Experimentai investigations [38] have shown that the space charge concentration can be
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detected haif a mile away from a HVDC line. Also, the appearance of the space charge
breaks the natural balance between the positive and negative ions in air, and as a result
some possible biologicd effects may be induced. Ail this necessitates the quantitative
analysis of the ionized field, Le. the electric field in the presence of corona. In the case of

HVAC transmission lines, due to the periodic reversal of the polarity of the voltage, the
space charge is confined within a certain region near the energized conductor.
Research on the DC ionized field problem also has practical importance in other engineering areas such as the design of electrostatic precipitators.
The analysis of ionized fields started with Townsend's work [8] at the beginning of this
century. Early research was concentrated on expenments and analytical analyses. Numerical techniques becarne popular with the introduction of modem cornputers in the 1960's.

Since then many efforts have been made to develop a practical method for solving the ionized field problem.

81.2 Physical Background of DC Ionized Fields
1.2.1 Corona and Ionked Fields

As mentioned above, the ionized field is related to the corona phenomenon. According to
The IEEE Standard Dictionary of Electrical and Electric T e m , corona is "a luminous
discharge due to ionization of the air surrounding a conductor caused by a voltage gradient
exceeding a certain critical value". This critical voltage gradient (or field strength) and the
corresponding voltage are referred to as the corona onset gradient (or field strength) and
the corona onset voltage, respectively. Extensive research on corona began some 60 years
ago- A detailed review of corona discharges was given by Leob [ l ] in his book. Experi-
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mental investigations of coronas associated with HV transmission lines were reported in
112,131.
Corona discharge is possible only in the case of non-uniform electric fields. In a HV
transmission system, the conductor's dimension is very small compared to its height, and
the electric field is highly enhanced near the conductor surface. From Townsend's ioniza-

tion theory, electrons present near the conductor may gain sufficient kinetic energy from
the electric field and ionize the air molecules by collision. This gives rise to avalanches
which include a large number of electrons and positive ions. Corona discharge starts when
the avalanches become self-sustained. Since the electric field strength decreases drasti-

cally with distance from the conductor surface, the discharge is confined to a thin layer
around the conductor which is cornrnonly known as the ionization layer.
Coronas are classified as positive or negative coronas depending upon the polarity of
the stressed conductor. Positive corona in a line-plane configuration (positive unipolar
configuration) develops in the form of burst and strearner pulses which occur randomly.
As the applied voltage is raised, the pulses become more frequent, and finally the discharge becomes a pulseless glow close to the conductor. The electrons generated in the
ionization layer are attracted to the conductor; the positive ions migrate towards the
grounded plane. When the conductor has a negative polarity (negative unipolar configuration), regularly spaced discharge pulses are generated, which are named Tnchel pulses [Il
since they were fint discovered by Trichel. The pulse frequency increases with the applied
voltage. Eventually, a steady glow discharge is formed at a much higher voltage level. The
electrons from the ionization layer rapidly enter the surrounding air and form negative ions
by attachment to neutral air molecules and particles. The negative ions drift towards the
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grounded plane, while the positive ions created by ionization move towards the conductor
where they are neutralized.
It is clear that when corona occurs in a unipolar DC transmission line, the ionization
Iayer around the conductor serves as the source of space charge which has the same polarity as the conductor in corona. The generated space charge migrates towards ground. Thus
the whole interelectrode space is filled with the space charge. The drift velocity of the positive (or negative) space charge due to the electric field strength is kE (or - k E ), where k
is the ionic mobility and E the electric field strength. The corona current density due to
the electric field is j = klplE, where p is the space charge density.

Ln the case of a bipolar DC transmission line, there are two conductors with opposite
polarity, positive and negative, aligned in parallel above ground. Positive and negative
space charges are generated near the two conductors, respectively. The space charges produced by each conductor drift towards the other conductor and ground. Since the space
charges of both polarities mix in the interelectrode space, recombination occurs.

The electric field in the presence of corona is called ionized field or ion flow field.
Depending on whether space charges of only one polarity or both polarities exist, the ionized field is referred to as unipolar or bipolar ionized field. Obviously, the quantities which
characterize the ionized field include the electric field strength and the space charge density.

1.2.2 Factors Affecting Ionized Fie&

The charge-free electric field of a HVDC transmission line is determined by its operating
voltage and geometry. However, the ionized field is affected not only by these factors, but

5
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also by the prevailing atmospheric and weather conditions [7].Fog, rain and snow, for
exarnple, al1 tend to increase the corona activity on the conductor and hence increase the
corona current density near the conductor. It is difficult to study the ionized field by taking
into consideration these factors in detail, since they do not remain constant but change in
random fashion. Fominately, as confirmed by observation [7], fou1 weather conditions,
like heavy rain, do not present a big problem for HVDC transmission lines in tems of
corona losses.
Wind has a more significant effect on the movement of the space charge and hence the
ionized field distribution. As mentioned above, the space charge is generated near the conductor surface in corona where the electnc field strength is above the corona onset gradient. In a typical HVDC transmission line, the corona onset gradient is about 2 1 kVkm

.

the positive ionic mobility is of the order of 1.4 cm2N.s and the initial ion drift velocity is

as high as 290 mls. This velocity is higher than the normal wind velocity by about two
orders of magnitude and, therefore, the effect of wind on the ionization layer is negligible.
However, since the electric field strength attenuates rapidly with distance from the conductor, the space charge drift velocity is of the order of 3 m/s near ground or at a location
far from the conductor. This velocity is comparable with typical wind velocities and the

space charge movement will therefore be affected by wind.
Ionic mobility is an important parameter in the ionized field problem. Theoretically
speaking, the ionic mobility is a variable which depends upon the electric field strength
and ion life time. As discussed in [IO], the dependence on the electric field strength needs

to be taken into account only if the fields are very high, i.e. near the coronating conductor.
The variation of the ionic mobility in the interelectrode space is due to the "aging" of ions.
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An ion, on its way to ground or to a conductor with opposite polarity, may become a heav-

ier ion with a lower mobility upon adhesion to a molecule or a particle. This means that
the ionic mobility is a function of the ion life time. Studies [ 101 show that the effect of variation in ionic mobility is not significant in practice, and an average constant mobility may
therefore be employed instead. The mobilities of the positive and negative ions are different because of the different generation mechanisms [IO].Under normal atmospheric con-

lo4 and 1 .8xlo4 m2N.s,respectively.
ditions, they are 1.4~
Since the space charge is not uniformly distributed, ion diffusion is unavoidable. The
drift velocity of the positive space charge due to ion difision is v, = -DVp, where D is

the diffusion coefficient. Studies [IO] show that v, is negligibly small compared to the
drift velocity of the space charge due to the electric field strength.
The magnetic field produced by the current in the conductor will affect the moving
space charge, but the effect is neglected in practice.

81.3 Mathematid Modelling of DC Ionized Fields
I.3.I S h p l i f y i g Assumptions

Since the ionized field problem involves cornplicated physicd processes, appropriate simpliQing assumptions are necessary to build a mathematical mode1 which c m be solved.
The following assumptions are generaily accepted in ionized field analyses:
( 1) The ionized field is time-independent.

(2) The thickness of the ionization Iayer around the conductor is negligible and the space charge is generated at tbe coronating conductor

surface.
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(3) Ion diffusion is negligible.
(4) Ionic mobility is constant.

(5) The ionized field does not Vary dong the direction of the transmission Iine, Le. the field is two-dimensional.

(6) Air flow is incompressible and curl-free.

1.3.2 Equaîions of Ionized Fields

As discussed previously, the space charge generated due to the corona discharge drifts in a
manner determined by the electric field and wind; at the same time, the field itself is modified by the space charge. This mutual interaction leads to a state of self-consistence.
Under the above assumptions, a bipolar ionized field is described by the following equations:

V - E = (pf+p-)/eo

( 1 1)

j+ = k+p+E+ p+w

( 1-21

j- =

- k-p-E + p-w

V - j + = ( R , , , / e ) p+pV

j- =

-(R,,,/e)

E = -Vu

p+p-

(1.3)
( f .4)

( 1.5)

.a

(1

where E is the electnc field strength, j the corona current density, p the space charge
density, k the ionic mobility, E, the permittivity of free space, w the wind velocity, R , the
coefficient of recombination of ions, e the absolute value of an electron charge, and u the
electric potential. Superscripts "+" and "-" indicate quantities associated with positive and

negative polarities, respectively. It should be noted that p+ > O for positive space charge
and p- < O for negative space charge. Combining Eqs. (1.1)-(1.6), we have
V2u = -(pC

+ p-)/eo

( 1-7)

V (k+p*Vu - p+w) + ( R i o n / e )p+p- = O

( 1.8)

V . (k-p-Vu + p-w) + (RiOn/e)p+p- =

( 1-91

O

Equation (1.7) is Poisson's equation and Eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) are the current continuity
equations.
In the case of unipolar ionized fields, al1 the space charge has the sarne polarity. Therefore a special case of the above set of equations when either p+ or p- is zero serves as the
equations of the unipolar ionized field.
The objective of the ionized andysis is to find the unknown variables u , p+ and p- by
solving Eqs. ( 1.7)-( 1.9) subject to the specified boundary conditions.

I.3.3 B a u n à à ~Conditions

It is seen that a bipolar ionized field can be represented by the electric potential u and the
space charge densities (p+, p-) , which are govemed by Poisson's equation and the current continuity equation. These equations are defined on an unbounded two-dimensionai
domain formed by the conductors above ground, as shown in Fig. 1.1. Since the domain is
filled with the unknown space charge, it is not possible to solve the equations over the
whole domain. Tmncation of the domain is necessary. Since the electric field strength and
the space charge density attenuate in magnitude with distance from the conductor, it is
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sufficient to truncate the domain with an artificial boundary sufficiently far from the conductor.

Negative conductor

Gmund

t

Positive conductor

O

x

Figure 1.1. DC transmission line.

In order to solve the ionized field in the solution domain, appropriate boundary conditions have to be specified. The potential at the boundary is always taken as a boundary
condition. The potentials at the conductor surface and ground are exactly given for a
HVDC transmission line; while the potential at the artificial boundary is usually approxi-

mated by the corresponding charge-free eleciric potential. If the space charge density is
known over the solution domain, a unique solution for the electric potential can be determined only from Poisson's equation under this boundary condition. In the case of ionized
fields, however, besides the electric potential u, the space charge densities (p+, p-) are
also to be determined. One additional boundary condition, therefore, must be specified.
Conventionally, this additional boundary condition is chosen from the following two conditions:
( 1) The electric field strength at the conductor surface in corona.

(2) The space charge density at the conductor surface in corona.
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Mathematicaily, these conditions may be expressed respectively as
au/&

= E; for

( X

Y)

E

r;, a d a n

= E; for ( x , y) E

r;

(1.10)

and
p+ = p: for (x, y) E

where

r,+,
p-

r, is the conductor surface, E,

= p; for ( x , Y ) E

r;

(1.1 1)

the specified electric field strength on the conductor

surface, and p, the specified space charge density on the conductor surface.
The first condition is the most frequently used since it is easily specified using Kaptzov's assumption which states that the electric field strength at the coronating conductor
remains at its corona onset level. Studies [15] show that for large corona currents. the electric field strength at the conductor surface decreases for positive polarity and increases for

negative polarity; the change is negligible for the range of corona currents encountered in
practice. The second condition is difficult to specify directly; instead it is determined from
the measured corona current or the given electric field ai the conductor surface. Additional
assumptions are usudly required, e.g., the space charge density is assumed to be uniform
at the conductor surface.

The above coupled partial differential equations (PDEs) (1.7)-(1.9) with the specified
boundary conditions constitute the boundary value problem of the ionized field.

51.4 A Review of Existing Solution Techniques

The boundary value problem of the ionized field is a nonlinear problem and difficult to

solve. Over the past several decades, considerable efforts have been made to solve the
problem, both analytically and numerîcally.
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1.4.1 Analyticd Analyses
An analytical solution is possible only for the coaxial cylindrical geornetry, the analytical

solution for which was first arrived at by Townsend [8] at the beginning of this century.
Deutsch [9]attempted an analytical solution for the line-plane configuration based on the
following simplifying assumptions:
(a) The space charge density is constant dong any field line.
(b) The field strength in the presence of the space charge differs from

that of the corresponding charge-free field only in magnitude but not
in direction.
(c) The electric field strength of the ionized field at ground is equal to

that of the corresponding charge-free field.
Assumptions (a) and (c) are unredistic in practice since they are valid only when the
corona current is vanishingly small [IO]. Assumption (b) is "Deutsch's assumption". It is
the basis of both the approximate andytical solution and the numerical analysis of unipolar DC ionized fields before the 1970's.
Based on Townsend and Deutsch's work, Popkov [IO]made an approximate analytical
anaiysis of the ionized field on the line-plane geometry. The obtained voltage-current
charactenstic (Popkov's formula) takes a similar form as that of the coaxial cylindrical
geometry with an empirical constant P being introduced to take into account the nonuni-

form current distribution at the ground level.
Simpson [Il] made a cornparison investigation between the measured corona currents
and the values predicted by Popkov's formula. He suggested that a reasonable agreement
could be obtained by increasing the empincal constant P (suggested by Popkov) by a fac-
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tor of about 3.

Sarma et al. [L5]compared the numencal results of the voltage-current charactenstic
with the values obtained from Popkov's formula and concluded that Popkov's formula
gives reasonably accurate results for smooth conductors, but the ernpirical constant P is a
fùnction of the line parameters. Unfominately, there is no theoretical guideline available
for evaluating the empincal constant P for general unipolar DC Iines.
Based on similar simplifying assumptions, Cinc and Kuffel 1251 derived a ngorous
expression for the voltage-current relation of the Iine-plane configuration by using the
bipolar coordinate system. Unlike Popkov's formula, al1 the constants in Ciric-Kuffel's
formula can be analytically evaluated for any ratio of the conductor height to the conductor radius.

1.4.2 Numerical Methods Based on Deutsch's Assumption

The above mentioned analytical methods can only be used to obtain the voltage-current
charactenstic of the ionized field in still air. With the advance of modem computer techniques, the numencal solution of more complicated ionized field problems becarne a reality.

Sarma et al. [15,16,24] were the first to develop a numencal method for solving the
ionized fields associated with both unipolar and bipolar HVDC lines. Deutsch's assumption is crucial in their method, since it reduces the ionized field to an one-dimensional
problem along the field lines of the corresponding charge-free field. This method was also
applied by other researchers 1291 to solve the ionized field in the presence of wind.
Deutsch's assumption and the corresponding methods have been cnticized by many
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researchers. Studies [30,47] show that the field lines of the ionized field in a line-plane
configuration in sull air do deviate significantly from the field lines of the corresponding
charge-free field. It is obvirx that Deutsch's assumption is not valid when wind is
present.

1.4.3 Numerical Methods Not Based on Deutsch's Assumption

Since 1970, attempts have been made to waive Deutsch's assumption. The work was pioneered by Khalifa ef al. [17,39]. Theû method [17] does not employ Deutsch's assumption, but resorts to another assumption, i.e. the charge density at the point 8 on the
conductor surface is assumed to be proportional to the average space charge density inside
the head of the avalanche developed at the same point 0 where 0 is the angle measured
from the axis of symmetry. Their method is more physical than mathematical, and c m
only be used to find the voltage-current characteristic.
Janischewskyj and Gela [19] proposed a finite element method (FEM) based approach
for solving the unipolar ionized field. The basic idea of their approach is as follows:
(1) Assume an initiai distribution of the space charge density.

(2) Obtain two solutions u, and ub by solving Possion's equation and
the current continuity equation, respectively, using FEM with the
assumed charge density.
(3) Update the charge density by a correction formula
Pnev

=

Pold +

8(

-

~ a~ b )

and repeat the above steps until convergence is obtained.
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They appiied this method to solve the ionized field in a coaxial cylindncai configuration
represented as an one-dimensional problem. Later, this idea was extended by Abdel-Salam
et al. [27] to the ionized field of a line-plane geornetry in still air. The correction formula

for updating the space charge density was taken to be
Pnrw

=

Pold 11

+O*Sf( u U - U J

/(u, + UJ

I

where the coefficient f = 0.5.
The technique in [19] or [27] has not been widely applied since it is hard to constnict
an efficient correction formula for general practical cases, especially when wind is

present.
Takuma et al. 1221 presented an upwind finite element algorithm for solving the ion-

ized fields including the effects of wind. The iterative procedure may be summarized as
follows:
( 1) Assume an initiai distribution of the space charge density.

(2) Solve Poisson's equation using a hybrid FEM-Charge-Simulation-

Method (CSM) for the electric potentiai.
(3) Solve the current continuity equation by an upwind approach for the

charge density based on the calculated electric potential.
(4) Modify the charge density obtained in step (3) according to the

boundary condition at the conductor surface.
(5) Repeat the above steps until convergence is obtained.

They applied the method to solve the ionized field associated with practical unipolar and

bipolar lines in the presence of wind. The space charge density at the conductor surface
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was specified as a boundary condition, which was determined by the measured corona cur-

rent on the full scale transmission line. They latter improved the method by solving for the
electric potential from an integral f o m of the current continuity equation rather than from
Poisson's equation [3 11.
In recent years, a similar iterative procedure as in Takuma's method has been widely
utilized by rnany researchers [32,36,37,40,42,46-501, but different techniques have been
employed for solving Poisson's equation and the current continuity equation. For example, Poisson's equation has been solved by CSM [36], the boundary element method

(BEM) [32,40,46,47] and FEM [37], with the charge density being updated by solving the
current continuity equation (or its equivalent form) using the weighted residual method
[36,46] or the upwind finite volume method (FVM) [44]. Altematively, the current continuity equation has been reduced to an ordinary differential equation dong field lines
[32,40] or charactenstic lines [37,47]. Very recently, the methods for solving the current
continuity equation based on a finite element mesh which fits the flux tubes of the field
have been suggested [49,50].
Ghione et al. [43] suggested a different approach in which the discretization of Poisson's equation is perforrned by FEM while the current continuity equation discretization is
carried out using the finite-box discretization scheme. They considered the nodal charge
density and potentid values simultaneously as unknowns, and used Newton's method to
solve the system of nonlinear equations. The numerical tests were carried out on a lineplane geometry in still air with the ratio of spacing to line radius being 10, which is much
smaller than that in typical HVDC transmission systems. Levin et al. [44] applied this iter-
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ative technique ta solve the ionized field in a wire-duct precipitator in still air. They used

an approximate solution determined iteratively as the initial value for Newton's method
since a very good initial guess for the unknowns is required for its successful application.

In the electrostatic precipitator problem, McDonald et al. [18] and Lawless et al. [20]
applied the two-dimensional finite difference method to calculate the ionized fields. The
discretized coupled PDEs were solved alternatively using a relaxation technique, respectively. The finite difierence method is not popular in ionized field analysis since it is hard
to generate a finite difference mesh which fits the problem geometry.

81.5 Objective of the Thesis
Although the solution algorithms developed in recent years do not resort to Deutsch's
assumption, very few numerical results have been presented to show their stability and
convergence rate. Secondly, in al1 the existing solution techniques except for those in [46]
which have been tested up to a wind velocity of 12 d s , the wind velocity considered does
not exceed 8 mis. Moreover, none of them has been tested in the case of a bundled DC
line. Thus, the main objective of the thesis is to corne up with a stable and efficient algorithm for the evaluation of DC line ionized fields without the above mentioned drawbacks.

FEM BASED OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM.
PART 1: FEM FORMULATION

In this chapter, a FEM based algorithm for solving the unipolar ionized fields is developed
using a novel solution philosophy [54]. Employing the finite element method, the solution
problem of an ionized field has been formulated as an optimization problem, i.e. as a
problem of minirnizing an objective function whose minimum gives the solution. The
effect of wind is taken into account by introducing a scalar potential of its velocity. A
method for accurately evaluating the normal component of electric field strength on the
boundary is suggested, which will be utilized throughout the thesis.

52.1 Unipolar Ionized Field Equations
Let the two-dimensional bounded domain be denoted by
the interior R and the boundary
and

r,, r,

r

11 which consists of two parts:

= Tcu r, u r,, where Tc is the conductor contour,

are the boundary sections defined by ground and the artificid boundary,

respective1y.
Without loss of generdity, it may be assumed that the conductor is positively energized. The electric field in this case c m be descnbed by the following coupled equations:

V2u = -p/&*

(2.1)
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V -( k p V u - p w ) = O
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(2.2)

where u is the electric potential, p the charge density, w the wind velocity, k the ionic

rnobility, and

E,

the permittivity of free space.

Under the assumptions V x w = O and V w = O , w can be expressed in t e m of a
scdar quantity 6 as

with

v25 =
where km,

(2.4)

O

is the maximum value of the ionic mobility in the domain R . Eliminating the

vector w from the above equations yields

v . ( k p v u + pk,,,,,V<)

= O

Denoting

and

Eqs. (2.1) and (2.5) become
v 2 u = -q

V (k,qVu + qV6) =

(2.8)
O

(2.9)

Equation (2.8) is Poisson's equation and Eq. (2.9) is the current continuity equation
including the effect of wind. In these two equations, both u and q are unknown functions
of position.
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In the case when the ionic mobility k is constant, k, = 1 .Usually, the wind velocity is
assumed to be constant and w has only an x-component Thus 5 is given by

The boundary conditions for the ionized field are

and one of the following two additional boundary conditions:

&/an = E,, ( x , ~ E)
4 = 4,. (SY) E

r,

rc

(2.13)

(2.13)

In (2.1 l), the potential distribution @ ( x , y) at Ta is taken to be the corresponding

charge-free potential. The condition (2.12) expresses Kaptzov's assumption, i.e. the electric field strength at the conductor surface in corona remains at the corona onset value

E, .

The quantity q, in the condition (2.13) can be determined from the corona current measured in a full-scale test [22] or indirectly determined from Kaptzov's assumption. For convenience, we denote the boundary condition (2.11) by BCI and the boundary conditions
(2.12) and (2.13) by BC2(a) and BC2(b), respectively.

92.2 Finite Element Formulation of Poisson's Equation

The Galerkin finite elernent method is employed [SI. Assume that the domain

a

is

approxirnated by a finite element mesh which consists of a collection of n, elements and
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n, nodes. Let
Q,
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I(n),I(R) , 2 (T), I (Tc) , I(T, u r,) denote the sets of nodes on a,

T,r,, and Tgu î,, respectively.

Based on the finite element mesh, the unknown functions u ( x , y) and q ( x , y) can be
approximated respectively by
Û

= {N} {u)

in

II

(2.14)

vector representing the global shape functions.
The weighted residuai statement for Poisson's equation is

where g = a ~ / a nThe
. corresponding weak form of the weighted residual statement can
be expressed as
~ V ~ , ~ V û d x d ~ - ~ ~ , ~ d x d y -1 ~= ~l Y
, ~2 d sn,,= O ,
y . . . ,

R

n

r

~ V ~ ~ - V û d r d y - ~ ~ , i j d x1d Nlgds=O.
y1 = 1,2, ..., n~
R

where

R

(2.18)

fitn r

fil is the sub-domain covering the elements adjacent to the node 1.

In Eq. (2.18), the quantity g on
denoted by g,, i.e.

fil n r

rnay be approximated by a constant which is
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Substitution of the expansions of û and
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in Eq. (2.18) Ieads to the following system of

linear equations:

[ K l ( 4 - [Pl {9) - [a{g) = (0)

(2.20)

where the vector {g) is defined such that its elernent gi = au/anl, if i E I(r) and

.

g, = O if i e I (T) and the matrices [Kj, [Pland [Z]are defined as

with

They can be constnicted from the individual element contributions

where Re represents the eth element, and {N), = {N;} denotes the vector represent-

ing the local shape hinctions defined over each element Re.
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The matrix

[ais a sparse and symmeûic matrix of n, x n, ,and
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[ P l is also sparse

and symmetric with [ P l having the same structure as [ f l .

82.3 Finite Elenent Formulation of the Current Continuity Equation

By using the relation

we rewrite the current continuity equation as

By noting that V2c = O and vu = -q, we have

The weighted residud statement for Eq. (2.30)is

Now let

,, c2, ...,cn,)

where { 6) = { 5

ing the expansions of û, 4 and
ear equations:

where

T

denotes the vector of nodal values of

5 ( x , y ) . Insert-

in Eq. (2.31), we obtain the following system of nonlin-
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These matrices can be constmcted from the individud element contributions

where Cl, is an element associated with node IV and k,, represents the ionic mobility on

R, . It should be noted that k,, is treated as a constant over each element R, .
It is observed that [A], ,

[A]1 and

A,? in [A], is non-zero only if nodes

[ B I , are al1 sparse and symmetric. The element
G

s share the sarne elernent with the node 1. If the

number of nodes associated with the node 1 is
the rnatrix [A], is less than

pl - 1 , the number of non-zero elements in

&. The same thing holds for the matrices [A]

and [ B I , .

When the ionic mobility in R is assumed to be a constant, ko = 1 . In this case.

[Al 1

is equal to [A], and Eq. (2.33) becomes
{ 4 ) T [ ~ ~ l ( ( u ~ + { k } ) - { q ) T [ =~O~,1 {1 q= ) 1 . 2 ? . . . , I t p

(2.40)
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52.4 Equivaient Opomization Problem

Based on the FEM, Poisson's equation and the current continuity equation have been discretized into a group of linear and nonlinear equations, respectively, with {u} and ( q }
king the unknowns. Denote Eqs. (2.20) and (2.33), respectively, by

($1 =
wi=O,

(2.4 1)

{O}

Z=

1,2,..., n,,

(2.42)

with

r, u Tu,respectively.
Equation (2.45) corresponds to the interior nodes and reflects the intluence of the
charge density on the potential distribution. Once the charge density in R is given, the
potential distribution is detemiined uniquely by Eq. (2.45) with the boundary nodal potentials being specified. Equations (2.46) and (2.47) reflect the constrained relationship
between the potential gradient at the boundary

r and the distributions of the potential and
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charge density in the domain R .They c m be used to impose the second kind of boundary

conditions, but in the case of ionized fields, only Eq. (2.46) is used.
Therefore, under the boundary conditions BCI and BC2(a), the numerical solution for
the unipolar ionized field c m be found by solving the following nonlinear system of equations:
Oi(W&I)

Y,-Y,*

=0

=O

fordl L E I ( C 2 )

for al1 I

4+({~MqL{g*12)= O

E

I(r)

foral1l~w-J

where "*" indicates the specified values at the boundary, while under the boundary conditions BCl and BC2(b), equation @, ( {u} ,{q} ,{g*) ,) = O in the above system of
equations should be replaced by q, - q,* = 0.
The above system of equations is over-determined. which rneans that the number of

equations in the system is larger than that of the unknowns. In this case, the solution c m
be soughi by minimizing a nonnegative function F which is constructed such that its min-

imum gives the solution to the nonlinear system. A straightforward choice for F is

where the t e m

C
le

(u, - u,*)

corresponds to the boundary condition BC 1 and the

l(T)

ierm

Z $f
[(r,)

which

corresponds to the additional boundary condition BC2(a) or BC2(b), in

is defined as
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$1

=

{

$l

( [u],[ q ] ,[g*] 2)
k?l-

%*)

for boundary condition BC2(a)
for boundary condition BC2(b)

(2.50)

This problem is a nonlinear least-squares problem, which is a special type of optimization problem, with the objective function F. Obviously, F converges to zero when the
variables converge to the solution of the system of equations (2.48).

82.5 Evaluation of Matrices Involvecl in Equivalent Optimization Problem

Here we only consider the case of 3-node elements. The shape hinctions of a 3-noded

ment as shown in Fig. 2.l(a) are

with

where xi, y, are the coordinates of the node i and A, is the area of the element e.

(a)

Figure 2.1. Three-noded element.
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The denvatives of the shape functions are

Now let us define the area coordinates as

71, = A/A,,

r = i,j, 1

where A r , r = i, j, 1 are the areas of the triangles corresponding to the point ( x , y ) , as
shown in Fig. 2.l(b). It can be shown that there exist the following relations between the
area coordinates and the shape functions:

lf = h,, r = i,j,Z

(2.58)

Also, we have the following two formulas

where Le is the length of the boundary elernent Q, n T,ds is the differential length. and
p, m t are non-negative integers.

From Eqs. (2.55)-(2.60),we have

p: =

{

A,/6,

if r = s

A,/ 12, othenvise
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where

Cs:,,
P:,, A,(0

e

Ae/lO,

if r = s = 1

A,/60,

if r # s, r # 1, and s # 1

Ae/30,

otherwise

and B J ~ ) (r, s = i, j, 1 ) are the elernents of the matrices

[ P l ,, [ A ] and [BJ j, respectively. The matrices
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[a,,

[a, [ P ] , [a, [A] , and [BI , c m

be obtained by assembling al1 the elernent contributions.

It is observed that the nonzero elements of the matrix

[aand the nonzero elements

of the matrix [ A ] , have the sarne order in magnitude. The similar thing is true for the
matrices [ P l and [BI

,.

52.6 Scaüng

The variables in the above problem may differ by several orden of magnitude in numericd
values, which will affect the efficiency and rate of convergence of the iterative methods.
This problem is overcome by rescaiing the variables. Let
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Equation (2.20) is rewritten as

and Eq. (2.33) as

Therefore the vectors and the matrices in the above equations are rescaled as follows:
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After scaling, the symmetric and sparse properties of the matrices rernain unchanged,
but the values of the elements in the vectors C u ) and { q } will be approximately
between O and 1. The principal diagonal elements in the matrix

[aare 1. In the case of 3-

noded elements, the maximum element in each of the matrices [A], and

[A] 1,

Z = 1, 2, ...,n, , are of order 1, and the principal diagonal element of the Zth column in
the matrix [Pl has the sarne order of magnitude as the maximum element in the matrix

[ B I , . As confirmed by numerical investigation, these features ensure that

0, and y ~,,

Z = 1,2, ...,n, , are of the same order of magnitude and similar changes in the variables
lead to similar changes in the objective function. This is what a "well-scaled" problem
requires.
For a line-plane unipolar DC system, q,,

c m be determined by using an equivalent

coaxial cylindrical geometry. The equivalent coaxial cylindrical geometry is that in which
the maximum value of E, which occurs at the inner conductor surface, is equal to the aver-

age value of E at the line conductor surface in the line-plane system, with the sarne radius

and voltage for these two conductors. From experience, the outer conductor radius Re, of
this equivalent coaxial cylindrical geornetry is about 1.5H to 2H,where H is the conductor height.
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82.7 Caldation of Electric Field Strength on the Bouodary

Accurate calculation of the electric field strength on the conductor surface Tcand ground

r,

is important in the ionized field analysis. Since the electric field on Tcu Tg has no

tangentid component, it cm be calculated using the discretized Poisson's equation (2.20)
after { u ) and {q) have been obtained.
From Eq. (2.20), the elements of the vector {g} c m be easily calculated as

1 0, otherwise

The electric field strength on the conductor surface and ground is then obtained by

,1'

miei

= g,, for i~

I(r,) or i~ I(rJ

noting that the direction of electric field on the boundary

(2.83)

Tcu Tg is assumed to be oppo-

site to n, where n is the outward nomal to the boundary.
Studies [5,41] show that the accuracy of the electric field strength on the boundary
obtained by using this method is better than that obtained by using the derivatives of the
piecewise interpolation function û .
It should be mentioned that the above method is used to calculate the electric field
strength on the conductor surface and ground not only in the algorithm under consideration but also in other algorithms in the thesis.

92.8 Summary

A new solution method is presented for solving the ionized field of unipolar HVDC trans-

mission Iines. The main characteristics of the method are sumrnarized as folIows.
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Based on the finite element method, the boundary value problem is transformed into a
least-squares problem, which is a special type of optimization problem. The iterative
methods available for solving this problem are well established on a firm mathematical
basis.
The proposed method is generally applicable for solving unipolar ionized fields. The
formulation of this method does not depend on the problem geometry and therefore it can
be used to solve the practical ionized field without much simplification in the actual
geometry.
The treatment of the boundary conditions BC2(a) and BC2@) does not require that E,
and q, be constant on the conductor surface if they cm be quantitatively determined.
Wind is taken into account in the ionized field equations by introducing a scalar quantity

t. The wind velocity is not necessarily required to be uniform if the scalar quantity 5

can be determined by measurement or calculation. Also, the ionic mobility may be
dlowed to be variable over the solution domain.
The electric field strength at ground level is calculated from the finite element equation. The accuracy of the field strength obtained in this manner is better than that obtained
from the derivatives of the approximation function fi.
Chapter 3 of the thesis discusses solution techniques and presents the results obtained
when applied to a test example of a coaxial cylindrical geometry and to a practical unipo-

lar configuration both in the presence and absence of wind. It is shown that the presented
method yields satisfactory results and is highly efficient in ternis of the rate of convergence and required CPU time.

FEM BASED OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM.
PART II: SOLUTION TECHNIQUES

In Chapter 2, the solution of a unipolar ionized field has been formulated as a nonlinear
optirnization problem including the effect of wind based on the FEM. This chapter
presents the rnodified Gaussian algorithm [55] for solving this optimization problem. Specific techniques of incorporating the special structure of the optimization problem in the
algorithm have been developed to econornize the requirements for the cornputer mernory
and CPU time. Numerical tests are carrîed out on a coaxial cylindrical geometry and on a
line-plane geometry both in the absence and in the presence of wind. The syrnbols already
defined in Chapter 2 will not be re-explained.

53.1 Introduction to Iterative Methods
The available iterative methods [24] for solving nonlinear optimization problerns c m be
grouped into two classes: direct search methods and descent techniques. The former meth-

ods are in generai less efficient than the latter ones, especially for large scaie optirnization
problems, i.e. problems with a large number of unknowns. The latter methods have a firm
mathematicd basis and are also well established.
If we denote the objective function of an optirnization problem by F ({v})
is a vector of n unknowns, each iteration of the descent technique involves

where { v )
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( 1 ) Finding a direction of correction { 2 ) ck) .

(2) Determining a steplength Ack) which satisfies

(3) Performing the correction step
{V}(k+i)

= { v } ( k )+h(k) { z ) ( k )

(3

where the superscripts ( k ) and (k+l) represent the iteration number. The steplength Ack) is

a scalar which is a measure of the distance dong the direction of correction { z }

between two successive iteration points { v } ck) and ( v } ck

+

'1

(*)

, and can be sought using

the golden section method.
The descent techniques differ from each other only in the type of the direction of correction { z ) ( ~. Among
)
the techniques available for defining this direction, the modified
Gaussian algorithm is a widely accepted choice for the nonlinear least-squares problem,
i.e. its objective function has the form of a sum of least-squares.

83.2 The Modified Gaussian Algorithm
Consider the objective function

where { v } is a vector of n unknowns and the minimum value of F is zero.
In the modified Gaussian algonthm, the direction of correction { z } ( ~ is
) determined
from the equation
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and the vector VF is the gradient of the objective function F, which is defined as

noting that the superscript (k) has been dropped for simplicity.
The matrix

[q in

this aigorithm may have a large condition number and hence the

direction generated may not be very favourable. To overcome this problem, some modifications are necessary. One popular choice is to regularize the soiution of (3.4) by replacing

[a by ( [a + y [a) , where the regularization parameter y is a positive
number. The matrix ( [a + y [a ) is a positive definite matrix and the generated directhe matrix

tion of correction is always downhill so that the modified Gaussian algorithm is, in theory,
convergent. The efficiency of the method is significantly affected by the value of the
parameter y, but the choice of y on a mathematical basis is difficult. It is recommended, in
practice, that y be updated based on computational progress. For the ionized field problems of the models presented in this chapter, satisfactory results are obtained by assigning

y a small value, Le. y =

.

In this aigorithm, the computer memory and CPU time is mostly determined by forming and solving Eq. (3.4) in each iteration. If the n x n matrix [TJis not sparse, O ( n t )
words of computer memory and O (n3) arithmetic operations are required if a factoriza-
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-

tion method is employed. Therefore the application of this method in the solution of large
scde nonlinear problems is preferable only if the matrix [a is a banded matrix.

43.3 Consideration of Special Structure of Objective
Function as Applied to Ionized Fields
As explained in Chapter 2, the matrices involved in the objective fûnction are derived from
the FEM and therefore are highly spane, i.e. relatively few of the elernents in the matrices
are nonzero. Taking advantage of the sparsity structure is crucial in order to apply the
modified Gaussian algorithm.

The objective function in Eq. (3.3), in the context of positive unipolar ionized fields, is

where

( {u } {}

{g*}),

for boundary condition BC2(a)
for boundary condition BC2(b)

with n = 2n,, noting that the supencript "+" is dropped for simplicity.
With the variables (nodal values of u and of q) arranged in the manner as in Eq. (3.8).

the matrix

[n is a banded rnatrix if the matrix [KJis a banded matrix. Actually, the matrix

[KI can always be ensured to be a banded matrix by an appropriate node numbering
sequence. In the case of BC2(a), with the ionic mobility being constant over the solution
domain, from Eqs. ( 3 . 3 , (3.7)-(3.9), it is seen that the elements of

[a are
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where
1,

O,

a4,

where

ÏQ

if r = s E
otherwise

1 O,

I(r)

otherwise

= 1% u ( 1 ) with lyo being the çubset of nodes associated with the node 1,

as shown in Fig. 3.1. Since ay@,

= a y l / a q r = O and a@,/aur = ao,/aqr = O for

Figure 3.1. The subseu Iyo and Ï&

.
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r (t I'N

.the elements Tzr-

2r

-

- ---

-

-- -

*O. T z r - i t =

-

-

-

T ~ r . 2 ~#- IO

exists at least one nodal point 1, at which r, s E Ï;ol
matrix
of

-

and T,,,,

. This

#O

only if there

illustrates the sparsity of

[a.It can be shown that if the average bandwidth of the matrix [ais m,,

then that

[a is m, = 4mK.Thus, if the L U factorization scheme is employed, the computer

memory required for [7'J is m, ( 2 n p ) words and the number of arithmetic operations for
solving Eq. (3.4) is of order ~ ( r n & ~or) O ( l6mhn,,) . Usuaily m, and hence m, are
much smaller than 212, and, therefore, the swing in computer storage and computational
work is significant compared to that in the case when [qis a full matrix.
Noting the sparsity and symmetry characteristics, the memory required for storing al1
other matrices such as

[a, [ P l , [A], , [BI,, etc. is of order

denotes the average nurnber of nodes in the subset) ;7

0 ( P 2 n , ) , where

P

, and the number of arithmetic

operations for evaluating al1 yr, and 6, as well as their partial derivatives is also of order
0 ( B 2 n , ) . The evaluation of F and V F requires only O (n,) arithmetic operations and

that of [7'J requires O (2m,np) operations. Since p is a fixed number and P«m,
for the 3-noded mesh,

8 =7), the computer memory and

(e.g.,

computational work required

for the iterative prograrn is mainly due to the solution of Eq. (3.4).

43.4 Schemes for Application of Boundary Conditions at Conductor Surface
There are severai alternative ways to apply the boundary conditions at the conductor surface for the unipolar ionized field problem, which are described as follows.
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Scheme I: Apply the modified Gaussian algorithm to solve the optimization problem
corresponding to the boundary conditions BC 1 and BC2(a).
Scheme II: Apply the modified Gaussian algorithm to solve the optimization problem

corresponding to the boundary conditions BC I and BC2(b).
Scheme IZZ: This scheme is an alternative way to apply the boundary condition BC2(a)

by using Scheme II instead of Scheme 1. In Scheme III it is required to assume that the
charge density at the conductor surface is uniform. From three different chosen values

.

qcl,qc2 and q,, of q at Tc,Scheme II is applied to obtain three average values E,, E,,

and Ec3 of the electric field strength E at T c and then the interpolation method is used to
determine qc . This is schematically shown in Fig. 3.2. Based on q, thus obtained, Scheme
J I is applied. If the resultant average value of E is sufficiently close to E r , the solution is

Figure 3.2. Schematic demonstration of Scheme m.

obtained by using this value; otherwise one of the three values (q,, , q,, and qc3), whose
corresponding E at Tc is the most different from E, ,is replaced by q, and the above procedure repeated.
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Scheme At This scheme is used for determining the quantity q, in the boundary condi-

tion Ba@) according to the measured corona current I,. The charge density at the con-

.

ductor surface is assumed to be constant as in Scheme III. Three different values q,, q,,
and q,, of q are chosen at r,, and Scheme II is applied to obtain three corresponding val-

ues I,, , 4, and I,, . The quantity q, is then detennined by following a procedure similar
to that in Scherne III.

Since the measured data are not available for the corona current 1,. numencal results
using Scheme N cm not be generated.

93.5 Numericd Tests on a Coaxial Cylindrical Mode1
A coaxial cylindrical model, as shown in Fig. 3.3. was used to test the performance of the

Figure 3.3. Coaxial cyiindrical model.

presented algorithm since the analytical solution of the ionized field in this geometry is
available. The inner and outer conductor radii are ro = 0.0025 m and R = 4 m, respectively. The applied voltage is V, = 300 kV with the outer conductor being grounded, and
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the onset field, as determined by Peek's law, is E, = 48.06 kV/cm. The problem is
solved using only Schernes 1 and II since the performance of the other two schemes is
reflected by Scheme II.
Figure 3.4 shows the finite element mesh which is formed in the following rnanner.

The solution domain is first subdivided with a nurnber of annuli and then each annulus is
further subdivided with the same number of tnangular elements.

Figure 3.4. FE mesh for the coaxial cylindricd rnodel.

qp' =

1,

if i é I ( T , )

2,

otherwise

where r is a constant and its value can be chosen between O and 1 or larger. The initial
values { u ) (O) = { u {O),uiO), ...,un~
(O) }

T

are determined from ( q ) (O) by solving Pois-

son's equation.
Scheme II is applied to solve the ionized field under the boundary conditions BC1 and

BC2(b) with different initial values. The performance of the iterative algorithm is shown
in Fig. 3.5, in which the Bat part of the curve indicates that the convergence has been
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obtained. It is obvious, fiom Fig. 3.5, that the iterative process converges fast and the rate
of convergence is not sensitive to the choice of the initial values. Achially, the nurnber of

I

O

1

F

2

1

1

3

4

1

5

I

6

I

7

1

1

I

8

9

1

0

Number of iterations
Figure 35. Iterative behaviour of the algorithm for different initial values -Scheme II; n,, = 792.

iterations for convergencz is less than 10 for different voltage levels and geometric parameters. When Scheme 1 is applied to solve the problem (boundary conditions BCI and

BC2(a)). similar conclusions are reached. It is worth mentioning that as soon as the objective function F converges to its minimum value (near zero) the variables converge to the
same set of values (the solution of the problem) although the iteration starts from different
initial values.
Figure 3.6 shows the cornparison between the analytical solutions and the numerical
values for u and q along a radius in the case when Scheme II is employed with n,, = 792.
The errors in u and q along a radial direction, obtained by using Scheme 1for different
numbers of nodes are shown in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the errors in u
and q along a radius, obtained by using Scheme II as the number of nodes is varied. Figure

3.11 shows the dependence of the errors in electric field strength E at the outer conductor

surface on the number of nodes np . Examination of the above figures shows that the accu-
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racy of the solution for the electric potential is higher than that of the charge density @y
about one order of magnitude), while the accuracy of the solution for the electric field at
Numericd solutions
Analytical soIution for u
-Anaiyticai solution for q
O O

O

-------

O

1

2

3

4

Radius r (m)
Figure 3.6. Normalized solutions for u and q dong a radial direction - Scheme II; n, = 792.

the oc!-r conductor (grounded conductor) lies in between. The accuracy of the charge density solution near the inner conductor, obtained using Scheme 1, is relatively poor, but a
better accuracy is obtained near the grounded conductor. This is a desirable result because
interest is focused on the field at the ground Ievel in practical ionized field andysis. With
increasing the number of nodes in the finite element mesh, the accuracy of the numerical
solution improves, but the number of iterations required for convergence is not significantly affected. This is seen from Figs. 3.7-3.12.
The dependence of the CPU time in seconds per iteration on the number of nodes (on a
SPARCstation 5, with Fortran 77 coding) is shown in Fig. 3.13. The CPU time increases
almost linearly with the number of nodes. A noteworthy feature of the method is that the
total CPU time required is of the order of minutes even when a mesh with a large number
of nodes is employed. For example, when n, = 792, each iteration requires 8 seconds;
only 6 iterations are required for convergence and the total CPU time is 48 seconds.
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Figure 3.8. Percent error in q for different n,,
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Figure 3.9. Percent error in u for different n,

-Scheme II.
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Figure 3.10. Percent error in q for different n,,

- ---- under BCl and BC2(a) (Scheme 1)
-under BC1 and BCZ(b) (Scheme II)
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Figure 3.11. Percent error in the electric field strength E at the grounded conductor surface versus
n,, -Schemes 1 and II.
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Figure 3.13. CPU time versus the number of nodes,

83.6 Numerical Tests on a Line-Plane Mode1 in S U Air
The line-plane model is shown in Fig. 3.14. The artificial boundary (dashed line) is
located at a distance SH above and 7H laterally away from the conductor, where H is the
conductor height above the ground level. The conductor radius is r, = 0.0025 m and the

. --

ground

t OI

-

x

--

8

Figure 3.14. Line-plane model.

conductor height H = 2 m. The onset electric field strength is E, = 48.06 kVlcm as
obtained by application of Peek's law. The potential at the artificial boundary is determined from the charge-free field [22]. There is no analyticai solution for this geomeûy,
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but measurement data [23] are available at several voltage levels (V, = 120, 200, 3 0

kV)for the chosen geornetry.
The tnangular mesh of the solution domain, as shown in Fig. 3.15, is generated using

an automatic mesh generation program [45]. In this mesh n,, = 1291 and ne = 2476.

Figure 3.15. FE mesh for the line-plane model; n,, = 129 1.

As discussed in

[SI,

the initial values for the problem in still air can be chosen

using Eq. (3.18), but it is not quite satisfactory in the case of Scheme 1 when the applied
voltage is over 150 kV.Therefore, the ionized field of a coaxial cylindrical geometry with

R,, = 2H is used to specify the initial values as follows. Denoting the distribution of q
for the coaxial cylindrical model at a distance r from the axis by

q ( r ) , the initial values

where ri is the distance of the point (xi, yi) (location of the node i) away from the axis of
the conductor, i.e.
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T

The initiai values {u} (O) = {uf0),uJO),... u"r(O) } are then obtained by solving Poisson's equation based on the initial values {qfo), @O),

10

F"'

-------

..).,:4

>

Scheme 1
Scheme 11

Nurnber of iterations
Figure 3.16. Iterative behaviour of Schemes 1 and II; Vo = 200 kV; Re, = 4 m.

Figure 3.16 shows the iterative behaviour of Schemes 1 and II at the voltage level

Vo = 200 kV. In the case of Scheme II, the boundary values of q are chosen to be equal
to those of a coaxial cylindncal geometry with Re, = 2H. It is seen that the iterative
process of Schemes 1 and II is stable and converges fast. Less than 10 iterations are
required for convergence. The same thing is also txue for other voltage levels.
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show the caiculated profiles of electric field strength and charge
density, respectively, at the voltage levels: Vo = 120, 200, 300 kV. The results of Figs.
3.17 and 3.18 are obtained by application of Scheme 1 and III. Both Schemes employ the
boundary condition BC2(a) which is determined from Kaptzov's assumption (see Chapter
2). The profiles obtained by the two schemes practically coincide with each other and
agree satisfactorily with the available experimentai results [23], as shown in Fig. 3.19.
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- Scheme 1

Figure 3.17. Ground profiles of electric field strength for different voltage levels.

V0 = 300kV

- Scheme 1
O O O

Scheme III

Figure 3.18. Ground profiles of space charge density for different voltage levels.
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Figure 3.19. Cornparison between the calculated ground profiles of electric field strength and the measured values [23]in still air (w < 1 mk).
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Less than 10 iterations are required for convergence in al1 these cases. Each iteration
requires 22.6 seconds of CPU time (SPARCstation 5, Fortran 77 coding), and the total

CPU time for each application of Scheme 1or II is less than 226 seconds. Each application
of Scheme III needs to implement Scheme II four times and therefore requires 904 seconds

93.7 Numerical Tests on a Line-Plane Mode1 under W i d Conditions
Scheme 1 is applied to solve the ionized field, at a voltage level V, = 300 kV, in the presence of wind. The electric field strength at the conductor surface is specified to be the
corona onset value E, = 48.06 kV/cm, as before, and is assumed to remain unchanged in
the presence of wind. Three different wind velocities: w = 0,4, and 8 m/s are considered.

The initial values are chosen as discussed in Section 3.6. Less than 10 iterations are
required to obtain convergence even with the wind velocity w = 8 d s . The CPU time
for each iteration is almost the sarne as that required in the case of still air.
The ground level profiles of elecvic field strength and space charge density are shown
in Figs. 3.20 and 3.21, respectively. Figure 3.22 shows a favourable cornparison between
the calculated ground level electric field profile and the experimental values [23] at a wind
velocity 8 mfs. It is observed, from Figs. 3.20 and 3.21, that the amplitude of the electnc
field strength and the charge density increases only slightly with the wind velocity. The
distortion of the profiles of charge density due to wind is more signifiant.
It should be mentioned that as the wind velxity increases, the ion flow in the low field
region becomes more infiuenced by wind. As a result, a region without space charge is
created on the upwind side of the line, while a region with more space charge is created on
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the downwind side. Numerical tests show that the convergence of ( u } and { q } to their
solutions is easily achieved when the wind velocity lies in the range of 0-8 m/s for the
geometry considered. If the wind velocity is larger than 8 mls, the convergence is not quite
as satisfactory. At a lower voltage level (e.g. V, = 200 kV), the maximum wind velocity
which can be handled is less than 8 d s .

wind

Figure 3.20. Ground profiles of electric field strength for different wind velocities.

Figure 3.21. Ground profiles of space charge density for different wind velocities.
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+ + + Measured values

Caiculated results

Figure 3.22. Cornparison between the calculated ground level profile of elecuic field strength and the measured values [23]under wind condition (w = 8 ds).

53.8 Summary
The techniques of appiying the modified Gaussian algorithm have been presented. The
sparse structure of the matrices involved is incorporated to economize the solution cost.
Several alternative practical schemes of applying the modified Gaussian algorithm have
been presented, which provide considerable convenience when treating the different
boundary conditions at the conductor surface. The choice of the initiai values for the iterative process has been discussed in detail.
It is shown that the cornputer memory requirements and CPU time are mainly due to
forming and solving Eq. (3.4) in order to find the direction of correction. When the LU
factonzation method is employed to solve this equation, the storage required is of order
0 ( 2 r n f l p ) and the number of arithmetic operations required is of order 0(mZnp) or

O ( 1 6 m ~ n p for
) each iteration.
Numerical tests have been carried out on a coaxial cylindncai mode], for which an
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analytical solution is available, to demonstrate the validity of the new method. The method

has also been applied to a line-plane configuration in the absence and presence of wind.

The following facts can be obsewed from the numerical results.
Practicaily coincident solutions are obtained by using different approaches such as
Schemes 1 and III.
The presented algorithm is highly efficient in terms of the rate of convergence and the

CPU time. For example, the number of iterations for an iterative process to converge in al1
the cases presented in this chapter is less than 10 and the total CPU time is of the order of
minutes.
It is shown that a numerical solution with good accuracy can be achieved using a finite
element mesh with sufficient elements or nodes. The ground level profiles of electnc field
strength calculated for different voltage levels agree satisfactorily with the expenmental
results available in the literature [23].
Under wind conditions, the choice of initial values may be critical. A method for specifying the initial values is suggested in Section 3.6. A different method is discussed in
[55]. For the configuration considered, good convergence is obtained at a voltage level

Vo = 300 kV for a wind velocity up to 8 d s .

UPWIND FVM BASED RELAXATION ALGORITHM

This chapter presents a highly stable relaxation iterative aigorithrn for solving the ionized
field associated with unipolar DC lines in still air and in the presence of wind. For implementing the iterative aigorithm, two new upwind finite volume methods (FVM) are proposed for the solution of the current continuity equation. Depending on which FVM is
employed, the iterative algorithm is called the node-centered FVM based relaxation algorithm or the triangular FVM based relaxation algorithm. Numerical results are carried out
on the coaxial cylindrical mode1 and the line-plane mode1 with the electric field strength at
the conductor surface being taken as a boundary condition for both models. The wind
velocity considered is up to 451111s.
This relaxation algorithm can d s o be used to solve the ionized field problem in which
the space charge density at the conductor surface is taken as a boundary condition. Numerical results in this case, however, will not be presented since they are similar to those in
the case when the former boundary condition is used.

94.1 Equations and Boundary Conditions

Poisson's equation and the current continuity equation described in Chapter 2 are restated
as foIlows:
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v-

(pv) = O

(4.2)

= -kVu+w

(4-3)

with
Y

where v is the space charge drift velocity, k the ionic mobility and w the wind velocity.
The boundary conditions used in this chapter include

= E, , (x, y )
P =

O

T

( x 7 ~ ) rup

E

r,

(4.5)

w)

The boundary conditions (4.4) and (4.5) are the sarne as Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12). respectively. The boundary condition (4.6) is required only in the presence of strong wind. with
the boundary Tu,being a portion of the artificial boundary which is defined such that

v, = (- kVu + w ) n < O on Tu,,where n is the outward normal on the boundary. The
physical meaning of this condition is that the space charge Rowing into the solution
domain through the boundary Tu,,is negligible. It should be pointed out that this bound-

ary can only be determined during the iterative process from the current calculated distributions of u and p .

54.2 Iterative Algorithm
4.2.I P r e ü m i ~ r yConsiderations

The algorithm proposed in this chapter is constructed by considering the electric potentiai
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u to consist of two components. The fint component, 0 , is due to the applied voltage

when no space charge is present and is the solution of the following boundary value problem:

This problem can be solved either numerically or analytically in the case of a unipolar
HVDC transmission line. The other component, 9 ,is caused by the space charge, and satisfies the Poisson equation with a homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition,

1<p
This boundary value problern can be uniquely solved if the charge distribution is known.
Obviously, if <p* is a solution for the problem corresponding to p * , then aq* is a solution
corresponding to ap* , where a is an arbitrary constant.
Thus the electric potential u corresponding to a space charge density
p = ap*

can be written as
u =

<P+acp*

(4. IO)

u and p in Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10) satisfy Poisson's equation (4.1) and the boundary condi-

tion (4.4) for any constant a.To also satisfy the boundary condition (4.5). a is determined as
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where E, is the corona onset field strength, E*, the electric field strength at Tcdue to 0 ,
and E,, the electric field strength at Tc due to 9'. The electric potential and the space

charge density rnust also satisfy the current continuity equation (4.2). This is achieved by
modiQing iteratively the charge density and the potential. The process consists in calculating a new distribution of charge density frorn the current continuity equation using the
potential given by Eq. (4.10). Subsequently a new distribution of potential is obtained
from Eq. (4.8), which leads to a new potential in Eq. (4.10) with a from Eq. (4.11). This
is repeated until convergence is reached.

4.2.2 Relaxation Iterative Algorithm

Based on the above discussion, the relaxation iterative algorithm takes the following form:
Sfep (1): Solve the boundary value problem (4.7) to obtain the potential @ ; set k = 1 ,

u k = @ and p!')

= pj0) , where p!')

is the space charge density at Tc and

p!O) an initiai guess for the space charge density at Tc.
Step (2): Let pck) = p,tk) at

rcand p")

= O at

ru,; obtain p(k)

continuity equation (4.2) based on the given distribution

by solving the current

utk)

Sfep (3): Solve the boundary value problem (4.8) for cp ('1 using p

.

; calculate

E;: .

Sfep (4):Calculate a, = (E, - E,,) /E$) ; if Il - a,l < 6 where 6 is a specified toler-

ance, terminate the iteration; otherwise proceed to step (5).
Sfep (5):Update the potential in the entire solution domain and the charge density at Tc,

respectively, as:
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~ ( k + l )

=

@ + ak(p(k)

(4.12)

! =~ak~!k)

p

(4.13)

Step (6): Perform the relaxation procedure:
+

=

(

1 +

1

(

dk+')

-&>)

p!k+l) = pjk) +e2(p!k+i) - P!" )

in this chapter, we present results for 8, =

e2 = 8 .

Step (7): Set k e k + 1 and repeat the iterative process frorn step (2).

The parameter ak is used to update the quantities in the kth iteration, and also serves

as a measure of convergence. The relaxation factor 8 is chosen in the range O c 0 c 1 .
The solutions of Poisson's equation and the current continuity equation in steps (2) and (3)
are described in the next two sections. The initial value pio) for pJk) may be arbitrady
specified. In this chapter for example, p!O) is taken to be the space charge density at the
conductor surface of the equivalent coaxial cylindrical mode1 with radius Re, = 2H (see
Section 2.6).
This algorithm can also be used to solve the ionized field problem in which the space
charge density at the conductor surface is specified as a boundary condition (see Section
2.1) by simply setting pjk) = p, and a, = 1 for k = 1,2,3,

... where p,

is a specified

charge density at the conductor surface, and taking the change in u or p as a measure of
convergence instead.
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54.3 FEM for Poisson's Equation

The generd form of Eqs. (4.7) and (4.8) is

where the potentiai U is unknown, q a given function, and f, a specified distribution on

r .Following the sarne procedure as in Section 2.2, we have

[aCu} - [pl C d - El { g )

= (0)

(4.17)

where the matrices [KJ , [ P l and [ZJare the same as defined by Eqs(2.2 1)-(2.24),
T

{(Il= {up 4,
- - - ,unpl is
{ 4) = { q , , q2, ..., q 5 )

T

the

vector

of

nodal

values

of

U,

the vector of nodal values of q, and the vector {g } follows a

sirnilar notation as in Section 2.2, i.e. its elements are defined such that gi =

a U / a n 1,

if

Considering that the space charge density distribution has been given at this point, the
system of equations (4.17) can be wrinen as

where {b}is a vector whose elements are determined as

The system of equations (4.18) c m be uniquely solved after the boundary condition
(4.4) is imposed. The treatment of the boundary condition may be carried out by simply

replacing the ith equation of the system of equations (4.18) with U,= f, (xiJy,) for

i E I (r)and by eliminating the unknowns Ili, i E I (T)from other equations. The mod-
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ified system of equations is written as

with the elernents of

[m and (6 ) king @en
-

Ki, =

bi =

1

O, if i~

by

I(r)or j e I(r),ifj

Ki,, otherwise

1bi-

Z

Ki,f, (x,, y,) , otherwise

iE

where (xi, y j ) is the location of thefi node. From Eq. (4.21), it is easily observed that no

[hand therefore the matrix [m
[a. In addition, the matrix [m is a

extra non-zero element is introduced into the rnacrix
has a sparse structure sirnilar to that of the matrix
symmetric and positive definite matrix.

The system of equations (4.20) can be easily solved using the LU decomposition
method, which requires about OSmKn, multiplications, where rnK is the average half
bandwidth of the matrix [KJ.
The electric field strength on the conductor surface and ground due to the potential U is
obtained by calculating the vector { g } , which has been described in Section 2.7.

$4.4

FVM for the Current Continuity Equation

In this section, the solution of the current continuity equation (4.2) in step (2) of the iterative algorithm. using two finite volume methods, is discussed, assuming that the electric
potential u is given.
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4.4.1 Node-Centred Finite Volume Method

The finite volume method starts with a set of control volumes (or cells), which are constmcted in the following manner. For an inner node i, the associated control volume Ci is
defined by a polygon which is formed by connecting the centres of gravity of al1 adjacent
elements, as shown in Fig.l(a). At a boundary node i, the construction of the ce11 is illusand

trated in Fig. l(b), where Mij and M, are the midpoinis of the sides
tively. Denote the common side of cells Ci and C, by aC,

a, respec-

the set of cells sharing

(b)

(a)

Figure 4.1. Construction of the control volume around an inner node i or a boundary node i.

cornmon sides with the ce11 Ciby 15, , and the boundary of the ce11 Ci by

xi.The space

charge density in each ce11 Ciis assumed to be a constant which is denoted by pi.
Applying Green's formula, the current continuity equation (4.2) becomes

C
J e 16,

Ipijv-nds+
ac,,

ac,n r

p i v . n d s = O , i = 1.2 ,..., n~

Considering the space charge density p, to be constant dong the side

with v, and vBi approximated by

(4.23)

z,,,
we have
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vsi =

1

Y

- ndî = - kLBigi+ w -

âc,nr

1

nds

acpr

where Eiji) and E S ) are the calculated electric field strengths at the centres of gravity
Gi? and G$2) of the two elements sharing the side il' (see Fig. 4.2), k is the ionic rnobil-

i

Figure 4.2. Side aCij associated with the centres of gravity of two triangular eternents.

ity. L,, the length of aCi n T,and gi the ith nodal value of a d a n which is calculated
using the method as indicated in Section 4.3. Here, the density of space charge Bowing
through the cornrnon side

where sign (v,,) = - 1

Xi,
is approximated by

if vij c O and sign (v,,) = 1 if vij 2 O , and ,,y
,

is an upwind

parameter, which determines how the space charge density pij is influenced by the two
,
adjacent cells. The value of,,y

is chosen in the range from O to 1. When,,y
,

.

= O pi,

takes the average value of the space charge densities of cells Ci and C,.If O < yu,, c 1 ,it
implies that pij is more influenced by the space charge density on the upwind side. If
,,y
,

= 1 , p, on the side aCij takes the value of the space charge density on its upwind
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side, which physically rneans that the space charge density of the cell Ci is only influenced by the space charge densities on its upwind side. Substitution of Eq. (4.27) in (4.24)
yields the system of equations

where [A] is an n, x n, matrix with its elernents defined as

[

31 [ 1 + yupwsign( vis) ] vis + vBi, for the diagonal entries

J E 16,

Aij =

1

- [ 1 - yupwsign(v,) ] vij, for j
2
O, otherwise

15,

The above system of equations is solved using the Gaussian elimination method after
the space charge densities of cells adjacent to Tcu Tu, are specified as indicated in step
(6) of the iterative algorithm in Section 4.2. The non-symmetric sparse matrix [A] is stored
in a two dimensional array of dimensions n,, x 2m,, , where m,, is the maximum half
bandwidth of the matrix [A]. Since a control volume is uniquely associated with a node,
l l Z ~ m is

identically equal to the maximum half bandwidth of the matrix

of multiplications required for the solution is about rn:,n,.

[a.
The number

This number is about twice

that for the solution of Eq. (4.20) if the finite element mesh for the unipolar line mode1 is
properly numbered. Therefore, the total computationd effort required for each iteration in
the associated iterative algorithm is about three times that for the solution of the discretized Poisson's equation.
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4.4.2 MnguCar Finite Volume Method

In the triangular FVM, each trïangular element is taken as a cell. In addition, each boundary segment is defined as a special type of cell, called "segment cell", which serves as the

source or sink of Stream lines. The segment cells are numbered with ne + 1 , ne + 2 ,...,

n,,,, ,where ne is the number of elements. Following a similar discretization procedure as

in the previous section, we obtain a linear system of equations

where [A] is an n, x n,,,, matrix and its elements are defined as

21 [ 1 + yup,sign (v,)

] vis, for the diagonal enines

G,

- [ 1 - yup,sign (v,) ] vij, for j E I z ,
2
O, othenvise
with

[
TE.^
+
-

vij -

- kLij (g,+ g,)

S..

11

-oE -1+ v sij

OJ

+ w 1nds,

nds, for j S ne

a ci,

for j > ne

ac,,

where E,, and E , are the calculated field strengths at the centres of gravity Oi and O, of
the two cells Ci and C, sharing the side aC, (see Fig. 4.3), S, the length of the segment

-

-

OiOj, Si, the length of the segment OiQ , and g, ,g, are the values of a d a n at the two

terminal points 1 and m of the side aC, on the boundary which are calculated using the
method presented in Section 2.7.
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Figure 4.3. Side aCi, shmd by two cells.

The resulting system of equations, when,,y,

= 1 ,can be solved in a simple way. As

shown in Fig. 4.4, the space charge density pi in the ce11 Ciis only influenced by one or
two cells. If the space charge densities on the upwind side of the ce11 Cihave been evalu-

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4. Space charge density pi of the ce11 Ci influenced by cells on its upwind side. (a) pi infiuenced by
one cell; (b) pi influenced by two cells.

ated, the space charge density pi can be easily determined as

where I 8 p w c 15) is the set of triangular cells on the upwind side of the ce11 C i . It is possible to obtain al1 the ce11 space charge densities by using Eq. (4.33), starting from the cells
whose sides are on Tcu ru, to the cells on the downwind side once the charge densities
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of the segment cells on Tcu ru, are evaluated. To do this, first we define a vector { n u w )
such that nyw + 1 represents the number of variables to be determined in the ith equation
of the systern of equations (4.30). The values of the components in { n Y w ) will Vary as the
solution process proceeds. The initial value of n,Yw is the number of triangular cells in the
set 2 % ~ If~ the
. value of n f w becomes zero, it indicates that only the quantity pi in the ith
equation is undetermined. The calculation scheme is descnbed as follows:
Step (1): Generate the vector { n Y W )and set m = 0.
Step (2): For i = 1,2,

..., n e , if nyW = O , cany out the following procedure:

1

n f We n f W- 1
nJWe= niYW- 1 for al1 j

E

IEpw

mem+l
Step (3): If m = ne,stop; otherwise go to step (2).

Since the average number of cells in the set I?"

is about 1.5, the total number of

multiplications and divisions required in the above scheme is about 2 S n , or 5n, since
ne = 2np for a triangular element mesh. This number is negligibly smdl compared to that

required by the LU decomposition method or the Gaussian elimination rnethod. Thus, the
solution of Poisson's equation is responsible for most of the computational work for each
iteration in the iterative dgorithm.
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0 4 6 Numerical Tests on the Coaxial Cylindrieal Mode1

The coaxial cytindrical mode1 described in Chapter 3 is employed, but the applied voltage
considered for the following tests is Vo = 200 kV. In the corresponding finite element
mesh (see Fig. 3.4), the number of nodes is n,., = 792 and the number of elements is

In the following numerical tests, the convergence ctiterion is taken to be

Figure 4.5 illustrates the behaviour of the relaxation iterative dgorithm when the nodecentered FVM is employed. It is seen that the proposed iterative aigorithm is stable for
different relaxation factors. The iterative behaviour due to the application of the triangular

FVM is sirnilar.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1 0 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 15

Number of iterations, k
Figure 45. Behavior of the iterative algorithm.

The calculated distributions of u and p are shown in Fig. 4.6 and compared with the
exact solutions for the normalized u and p dong a radial direction. The errors in u and p
obtained by using the present dgorithm and the FEM based optimization algorithm presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are compared in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. It is seen that
the error in u generated by the FVM based dgorithm is smaller than that by the FEM
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based aigonthm, but they are of the same order. The error in p close to the boundary
obtained by using the FEM based algorithm is smaller than that by using the FVM based

dgorithm; at other locations, the errors due to the FEM based algorithm and the triangular

FVM based algorithm are close and larger than the error due to the node-centered FVM
based algorithm.

1.2

a
u
C

1

O O O

-------

0.8

Analytical solution for p

Y

-.
2

Numerical solutions
Analytical solution for u

0.6

N

-.

g

O-."

0.2
O

O

1

2

3

4

Radius r (m)
Figure 4.6. Caiculated distributions of u and p dong the radial direction.

=1

1
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FEM based algorithm
Node-centered FVM based algorithm
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1
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4

Radius r (m)
Figure 4.7. Percent error in u obtained by using different aigorithms.
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Trianguiar FVM based algorithm

*,
8
'

O

1

2

3

.'

4

Radius r (m)
Figure 4.8. Percent error in p obtained by using different aigonthrns.

The erron in E at the grounded conductor due to different algorithms are very close
and are al1 of the order of 1%. The CPU time (SPARCstation 5, Unix, Fortran 77) required

in each iteration of the node-centered FVM based algonthm is 2 seconds, while that of the

triangular FVM based algonthm is only 0.8 second. The FEM based optimization algorithm needs more CUP time than the FVM based algorithm, i.e. 11 seconds per iteration.

84.6 Numerical Tests on the Line-PIane Mode1

4.6.1 Test Models

The line-plane model described in Chapter 3 (see Fig. 3.14) is employed. The effect of the
geometric parameters on the iterative behaviour is examined in two ways. First, the conductor radius r, is changed thus enabling examination of the effect of the ratio H/r,
within a practical range. The effect of the conductor height H on the iterative behaviour is
examined by increasing the height H while keeping the ratio H / r , constant.

4.6.2 Iterutive Behaviour

In this section, numericai tests are carried out on the line-plane model to examine the iter-
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ative behaviour of the present algorithm as influenced by several factors. In this case, convergence is also considered to have been obtained when 11 - a,l< 1 %. The number of
iterations required for convergence, ni,e,, is used to characterize the behaviour of the iterative algorithm (i.e. stability and rate of convergence). The results shown in Figs. 4.9-4.18
were obtained by using the node-centered FVM to solve the current continuity equation. It
may be remarked that the iterative behaviour remains almost the same when the upwind
triangular FVM is applied.

Effect of Relaxation

The effect of relaxation is shown in Fig. 4.9. When relaxation is not employed, the value

of a, oscillates and converges slowly. On the other hand, if relaxation is applied, the iterative performance is drastically improved. In what follows, the behaviour of the iterative
process as affected by different factors is discussed.

-------

No relaxation (8= 1)

Number of iterations, k

.

Figure 4.9. Effect of relaxation on the iterative behaviour: Yup, = 1 w = IO

&S.

ro = 0 . 0 2 5 m.
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Preliminary numerical investigations showed that when the relaxation factor 0 is

small, i.e. 0 c 0.2, the iterative process converges for any wind velocity, but convergence
is slow. Therefore, only values of 0 in the range from 0.2 to 1 are considered.

Figure 4-10 shows the dependence of the number of iterations, n,,,, required on the
relaxation factor 8 for different wind velocities. It is seen that for each curve, 8 has an
optimum value at which n,,, reaches its minimum. This optimum point shifts to the right
for a larger wind velocity and the corresponding minimum of n,,, becomes smaller. To
the left of the optimum point, ni,,, increases slowly as 8 is decreased, but on the nght,

ni,, increases drastically with increase in 8.In the case of still air, when 0 s 0.6, convergence c m not be obtained. The usable range of 0 becomes larger as the wind velocity
increases. For very strong wind, the iterative process is convergent for any 0 between 0.2
and 1.O.It is interesting to note that for 0 = 1 ,convergence c m only be obtained for very

strong wind.

Figure 4.10. Effect of the relaxation factor 9 on the number of iterations required for convergence for different wind velocities; y
,,
= 1 , ro = 0.0025 m. H = 2 m. V,/V, = 2 .
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Since the performance of the present iterative algorithm is better in wind conditions

than in still air, hirther numencal investigations in this section are carried out only under
no wind conditions. Figure 4.11 illustrates the influence of the voltage ratio V , / V , on
n,,,.

As the voltage ratio V O N cis increased, the optimum value of 0 decreases and the

usable range of 0 becomes smaller.

Figure 4.11. Effect of the relaxation factor 8 on the number of iterations required for convergence for different values of Vo/V,; yu,, = 1 w = O m/s. r, = O.ûû25 m, H = 2 m.

.

Figure 4.12 shows that the number of iterations for convergence is aimost unaffected
by the ratio H / r , , and Fig. 4.13 indicates that the conductor height H practically has no

effect on the iterative behaviour for a constant value of the ratio H / r , .

Figure 4.12. Effect of the relaxation factor 0 on the number of iterations required for convergence for differentvaluesofH/r,;y,,
= 1 , H = 2 m. w = O d s . Vo/Vc = 2 .
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Figum 4.13. Effect of the relaxation factor 8 on the number of iterations required for convergence for different valuesof H ; yup, = 1 , H / r o = 800. w = O d s . V,/Vc = 2 . n, = 1291.

From the above numericai results, it cm be conchded that 8 should be chosen in the
range of 0.2 to 0.5 for light wind, and larger than 0.5 for strong wind. In the case of a very
large ratio V,/V, (e-g. > 4) and light wind. 0 should be chosen in the range of 0.2 to 0.4.

Upwind Efect

Figure 4.14 clearly shows the effectiveness of the upwind algorithm in the presence of

Number of iterations, k
Figure 4.14. Effect of using the upwind algorithm on the iterative behaviour; w = 9 mis, 8 = 0.5,
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wind. The necessity of using the upwind algorithm under strong wind conditions can be
seen by cornparing the results in Fig. 4.15 with those in Fig. 4.10. When y,

= O , as

shown in Fig. 4.15, as the wind velocity increases, the usable range of 0 becomes srnaller

and eventually relaxation can not be used to make the iterative process converge; but the
opposite is eue for the upwind aigorithm (see Fig. 4.10).
40-

w=Omls

------No convergence

10

w = 10 m/s
w I15 m/s

-

Figure 4.15. Effect of wind velocity on the ,,n

8 curve when yuPw = O ; r, = 0.0025 m, H = 2 m.

V,/V, = 2 .

Figure 4.16 illustrates the influence of ,,y
,

in the range from O to 1.O on the required

number of iterations at different wind velocities. An interesting fact is observed from this

Figure 4.16. Effect of the upwind parameter y
,,

on the number of iterations required for convergence for

different wind velocities; ro = 0.0025 rn, If = 2 m. Vo/Vc = 2 .
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figure, i.e. the variation of ,y
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in the range indicated has almost no effect on the conver-

gence rate both in still air and in wind conditions. Also, the effect of y,,,

on the calcu-

lated results is very small, as shown in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18.

Figure 4.17. Calculated ground profiles of electric field strength in the absence of wind considering the
effect of y;,
ro = 0.0025 m. H = 2 m. Vo/Vc = 2.

Figure 4.18, Calculated ground profiles of space charge density in the absence of wind considering the
ro = 0.0025 m. H = 2 m. Vo/Vc = 2.
effect of y;,

4.6.3 Ground Profles of the FièZd euantities in StiUAir

Figures 4.19 and 4.20 compare the ground profiIes of electric field strength and space
charge density, respectively, in the absence of wind, obtained by the present algorithm and
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the FEM based algorithm presented in Chapters 2 and 3 using the same finite element

mesh. The results calculated using the presented algorithm show excellent agreement with
those obtained using the FEM based algorithm.
Also, the ground profiles of electric field strength determined by the presented FVM
based algorithm show good agreement with those obtained by the BEM [46], and compare
favourably with the measured values 1231, as shown in Fig. 4.21.

n

E

2

FEM based algorithm
Node-centred FVM based dgorithrn
x x x Triangular FVM based algorithm
O O O

3
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.œ
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Figure 4.19, Comparison of the ground profiles of electric field strength obtained by different dgorithms
in the absence of wind; ro = 0.0025 m, H = 2 m-

O O O

FEM based algorithm

x x x

Triangular FVM based algorithm

- Node-centred FVM based algorithm
Vo= 300 kV
0.4

Figure 4.20, Comparison of the ground profiles of space charge density obtained by different algorithrns in
the absence of wind; ro = 0.0025 m. H = 2 m.
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Present aigorithm
BEM in [46]
Measured values in [23]

Figure 4.21. Cornparison of the ground profiles of electric field strength obtained by the present aigorithm
with resuIts in [46] and measured values in [23](w < 1 d s ) ; ro = 0.0025 m, H = 2 m-

4.6.4 Ground Profiles of the Field Quanîities in the Presence of Wind

Figures 4.22 and 4.23 compare the ground level profiles of electric field strength and space
charge density generated by the nodecentered FVM based algorithm and the FEM based
algorithm. From Figs. 4.22 and 4.23, it is seen that significant errors in p and u obtained
by using the FEM based algorithm occur on the upwind side of the line where the space
charge is almost cleared by wind. At other locations, however, the results generated by the
two algorithms show good agreement. The erron affect the accuracy in calculating the
corona Iosses, but do not affect the evaluation of the environmental effects of the ionized
field at ground level.
Figures 4.24 and 4.25 show the ground profiles of the field quantities generated by the

FVM based algorithm under strong wind conditions. It is observed the ground profiles of
the field quantities are significantly distorted by wind and shifted in the direction of wind.
The peak value of the profile increases with increase in the wind velocity, but it is not sig-

nificant even with extremely strong wind. Also, the results obtained at a wind velocity of
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30 m/s by using the two NMs are compared in Figs. 4.24 and 4.25. Good agreement is

observed. It should be mentioned that for this group of results, no published data are available for cornparison.

FEM based algorithm
Present algorithm

Figure 4.22. Comparison of the ground profiles of electric field strength obtained by different algorithms
for a wind velocity w = 8 m/s; ro = 0.0025 m. H = 2 m, V, = 300 kV.

FEM based algorithm

-9-~9-

-

Present algorithm

Figure 4.23. Comparison of the ground profiles of space charge dcnsity obtained by different algorithms
for a wind velocity w = 8 mfs; ro = 0.0025 m. H = 2 m. V,, = 300 kV.
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- Upwind node-centred FVM
------ Upwind triangular FVM

Figure 4.24. Ground profiles of electric field strength generated by the FVM based relaxation aigorithm
under suong wind conditions; ro = 0.0025 m, H = 2 m. Vo = 200 kv

h

- Upwind node-centred FVM
------

Upwind triangular FVM

X

Figure 4.25. Ground profiles of space charge density generated by the FVM based relaxation algorithm
under strong wind conditions; ro = 0.0025 m, H = 2 m, Vo = 200 kV.

94.7 Summary

A highly stable iterative algorithm has been proposed for the numerical solution of the

ionized field of HVDC transmission lines. The framework for the construction of the iterative algorithm is constituted by alternative and repeated solution of the two governing

equations for the potential and the space charge density, respectively. Introduction of a
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relaxation technique into the iterative algorithm distinguishes it from other methods in the
literature in the area of ionized field analyses and makes it possible to extend the validity
of the iterative algorithm to cover a wide range of wind velocities, geometric parameters
and ratios of the applied voltage to the corona onset value. To implement the iterative
algorithm, the FEM is used to solve Poisson's equation for the electric potential, and two
new FVMs are proposed to solve the cument continuity equation for the space charge density. The presented iterative algorithm allows to take either the electric field strength or the
space charge density at the conductor surface as a boundary condition. Besides, the ionic
mobility is not necessarily required to be a constant over the solution domain.
Application of the triangular FVM allows to solve the resulting system of equations by
using a simple method which needs negligible computational work. As a result, the computational effort for the corresponding iterative algorithm is about one-third of that when
the node-centred FVM is used.
From numerical tests, the following conclusions may be drawn.
(1) The geometric parameters, i.e. the ratio H / r , and the conductor height H, have

almost no effect on the iterative behaviour for a fixed voltage ratio V,/V,. This implies
that the numerical results presented in this chapter are quite general in a practical sense.

(2) In strong wind conditions, the upwind scheme is necessarily required. Even in the
case of light wind, the upwind algorithm performs better than in the case when,,y
,
The iterative behaviour is almost unaffected by y,,
number (e.g. >O. 1). In addition,,,y,
files of the field quantities.

= 0.

, as long as it is larger than a small

has a negligible effect on the calculated ground pro-
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(3) The upwind scheme yields excellent results in the presence of strong wind. In fact,

the stronger the wind, the faster and more stable the associateci iterative process. Such an
interesting feahue has not been obsemed in either the FEM based optimization aigorithm
presented in Chapters 2 and 3 or any other existing methods.
(4) Introduction of the relaxation technique into the iterative algorithm is crucial to

ensure its stability and fast convergence in d l situations. As for the choice of the relaxa-

tion factor 8, it is recommended that 8 be chosen in the range 0.2 < 8 S 0.5 for light
wind, and 0.5 c 0 <; 0.1 for strong wind. For a very high ratio V,/V, (e.g. > 4) with light
wind, 8 should be between 0.2 and 0.4.
(5) The ground profiles of the field quantities. in the case of still air, obtained by the

presented FVMs agree well with those obtained by other numerical methods [46,54,55]
and also show satisfactory agreement with the available measured values 1231.

(6) The ground profiles calculated using the two presented FVMs compare favourably
for a wind velocity up to 45 m/s. It should be mentioned that the iterative algorithms presented remain stable at higher wind velocities.
(7) The FVM based algorithm generates practically the same ground profiles of the
field quantities in the absence of wind as the FEM based optirnization algorithm, but needs
much less computational work.

ANALYSIS OF BIPOLAR IONIZED FIELDS

In this chapter, the tnangular FVM based relaxation algorithm presented in Chapter 4 is
extended to analyze the ionized field associated with a bipolar DC transmission line. The
effect of ion recombination on the field quantities at ground level is studied and a simplified mode1 suggested for the bipolar ionized field in the absence of wind.

85.1 Equations and Boundary Conditions

From Section 1.3. the ionized field of a bipolar HVDC transmission line is described by
v u = -(pC+p-)/&,

(5.1)

V ( p + v f ) = Op+p-

(5.2)

V . (p-v-)

(5-3)

= -Qp+p-

with
v+ = - k + V u + w

(5.4)

= k-Vu + w

(5.5)

V-

8 = R,,/e

(5.6)

where u is the electnc potential, p the space charge density, w the wind velocity, v the

drift velocity of space charge, k the ionic mobility, R,, the recombination coefficient, and
e the absolute value of an electron charge. Quantities with superscnpts

"+"

and "-" are
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associated with positive and negative polarities, respective1y.
The boundq conditions are

E

r:

(5.8)

a d a n = E ; , (x,Y) E

ri

(5.9)

&/an = E:, ( x , y)

P+ = O, (x,y)

E

rlp

(5.10)

p- = O, ( 5 ~E )r;,

(5.1 1)

where V, is the applied voltage, O (x, y) the potential of the corresponding charge free
field, and Ec the corona onset field strength. The boundaries Tc, Tg and Ta represent the
conductor surface, ground and artificial boundary, respectively. The boundary conditions
(5.8) and (5.9) are based on Kaptzov's assumption. If we assume that the magnitudes of

the corona onset field strengths for both polarities are the sarne, then E; = -E:. The
boundary Tlp in Eq. (5.10) is a portion of the boundary Tuu Tg which is defined such
that v,' = (- k+Vu + w ) n < O on
while
V;

T;,

in

Eq.

r;,

,where n is the outward normal on the boundary.

(5.11) is defined as a

portion

of

ruu Tg

where

= (k-Vu + w ) n < O . Physically, Eqs. (5.10) and (5.1 1) mean that the space charge

flowing into the solution domain through the boundary
noted that the boundaries

rau Tg is neglected. It should be

and T;, can only be determined in the iterative process

from the wind velocity and the electric field.
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55.2 Iterative Algorithm
5.2.1 Preliminary Considerations

Following a similar idea as in Section 4.2, we consider the electric potential u to consist of
three components 9,cpf ,and 9-.The first component, @ ,is due to the applied voltage in
the absence of wind, and satisfies the following boundary value problem:

Equation (5.12) can be solved either numerically or analytically in the case of the bipolar
DC line. The other two components, cp+ and cp- ,are due to the positive and negative space
charges respectively which cm be obtained by solving the boundary value problems:

and

where R and

r are the solution domain and its boundary, respectively. It is obvious that

the electric potential and the space charge densities, which satisfy Poisson's equation (5.1)
and the boundary condition (5.7),can be expressed as

+ a+cp+'+or-cp-*

u = 9

(5.15)

p+ = a+p+*

(5.16)

p- =

a-p-•

(5.17)
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where a+ and a- are arbitrary constants, q+*,a potential distribution due to p+*, is
obtained by the solution of Eq.(5.13), and q-• due to p-• is obtained by solving Eq.(5.14).

In order for u , p+ and p- to satisfy the boundary conditions (5.8) and (5.9) as well, the
constants a+ and a-are determined by

E: = E,,,

+ a+E,,, + a-E,.,

(5.18a)

E; = Eoc

+ a+E,., + a-E,.,.

(5.18b)

where "ch' and "c" indicate the electric field strengths on the positive and negative conductor surfaces respectively, while "@ ", "q+" and "cp-" indicate the source of the field.
The field quantities u , p+ and p- thus determined must also satisQ the current continuity
equations and conditions (5.10) and (5.1 1) in order to be the solution for the ionized field.
Modification in the space charge densities is therefore required, which is accomplished by
solving the current continuity equations (5.2) and (5.3), respectively, based on the electric
potential given by Eq. (5.15). The solution for the ionized field can be reached by iteration

as summarized in the next section.

5.2.2 RehaRaRion
Iterative Algorithm

Based on the above discussion, a general iterative algorithm for the solution of a bipolar
ionized field is now given as follows:
Step (1): Solve the boundary value problem (5.12) to obtain the potential

E,,

and E,,;

set k = 1 , dk)=

a, p;ck)

= p,( 0 ) , and pi!')

; calculate

= -p!o)

,

where ppk) and pC-- ck) are the positive and negative charge densities at :
T and
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T; , respectively;

is an initial guess for the positive charge density at the

p!O)

positive conductor surface.
Step (2): Let
p-(k)

p+(k)

=

p$(k)

at T,',

= O at T;, ; obtain

p-(k)

p+(k)

= p:ck)

and

p-ck)

at T;,

p+ck)

= O at Tlp and

by solving the current continuity

equations (5.2) and (5.3), respectively, based on the given distribution u ('1 .
Step (3): Solve the boundary value problems (5.13) and (5.14) for

respectively, based on the obtained p+ ('1

cp+ck)

and c p - c k ) ,

and p- ck) ; calculate E& , E$$ ,

E g . , and E $ .
Step (4): Calculate a; and ai by solving the system of equations

if II

E,+ = E,,

+ af E$. + aiE$

(5. 19a)

E; = E,,

+ a;E,$b + a;E,$t>;

(5.19b)

- al1 < 6 and

1 1 - ai1 c 6 where 6 is a specified tolerance, terminate the

iteration; othenvise proceed to step (5).
Step (5):Update the potential in the entire solution domain and the charge densities at :
T

and I
'; , respectively, as:

=

u ( k + 1)

@ + al(p+
(k)

p y ( k + 1)

=

+ +(k)
OLkPr

p>k+l)

=

aipC*)

+ (riq-(k)

Step (6):Perform the relaxation procedure:
u(k+l)

=

~ ( ' 1+

0 ( U ( k + 1) - U ( k ) )
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In this algorithm the parameters a; and ai are used to update the involved quantities
in the kth iteration, and also serve as a measure of convergence. The parameter 0 is a
relaxation factor, which is chosen in the range O < 9 < I . The solution of the boundary
value problems in steps (1) and (3) is performed using the FEM as discussed in Chapten 2
and 4; the solution of the current continuity equations in step (2) is presented in the next

section.

85.3 Solution of the Current Continuity Equation
5.3.1 Discretizatiun of the Current ConîinuifyEquations
Integrating the current continuity equations over each triangular ce11 (see Section 4.4.2)
leads to the following two systems of equations:

1 p+v+

nds = OAipTp;. i = 1,2,

.... n,

ac,

1 p-v-

nds = -OAiptp;, i = 1,2.

a ci

..., ne

a

where Ai is the area of the triangular ce11 Ci.The integrals dong the boundary Ci of Ci
are evaluated by splitting them into portions, i.e.
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Considering the charge density to be a constant dong each side of a cell. we have

p-v- nds =

a ci

J

CI$, p p ;

where p; and p i are the positive and negative charge densities on the side aC,, respectively, and

v:.
tJ

=

1

v- nds
a c,,

where vi;. and v~ are evaiuated in the sarne manner as in Section 4.4.2. Substituting Eqs.
(5.30) and (5.3 1 ) into (5.26) and (5.27), respectively, yields

On the side ilCi,, the positive and negative charge densities are taken to be
pi; = P ~ + P ~ * + P T - P , ' sign (v;)
2
2

Pii =

PI+Pj+Pi-Pi'
sign ( v b )
2

2

Thus, Eqs.(5.34) and (5.35) become
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O, otherwise

A:.=
lJ

1

1

i [ L -sign(v$]v;,

for

1:)

1 O, otherwise

5.3.2 Solution of the DLFcretized Currenf Continuity Equations
After the space charge densities of the segment cells on T; , T; , Tl, and Tip are specified as indicated in step (2) of Section 5.2.2. the discretized current continuity equations
(5.38) and (5.39) can be easily solved using a scherne sirnilar to that employed in Section
4.4.2.

Denote the subset of the associated cells on the upwind side of Ci for the positive
space charge by

IRpW+

and that for the negative space charge by

If$pw-.

If the positive

space charge density of each ce11 in the set I;;PW+ is known, the space charge density pf
on Ci can be immediately obtained from the iih equation of the system of equations

(5.38). i.e,
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where f and

6;

are the calcuiated values of the space charge densities of the ce11 Ciin

the previous iteration. The space charge densities P t , pl, ..., pn+ can be calculated starting
from the triangular cells adjacent to the boundary

u r&on which the space charge

densities of the segment cells are specified This process is summarized as follows:
(1) Generate the vector { n u w + } which is defined such that its element nfW + represents

the number of cells in the subset I$pw+, and set m = 0.
(2) For i = 1 , 2 , ..., n e , if nyW+= O , calculate p7 frorn Eq. (5.42) and then cany out
uw+

nuW+
-1
1

n,YW+¢= nuW+J
1 , for al1 je I z p w +
rn=m+l

(3) If rn = n, ,stop; othenvise go to step (2).

Similarly, the solution scheme for the negative space charge density is given as follows:
( 1 ) Generate the vector { n u w - ) which is defined such that its element nyw- represents
the number of cells in the subset 1 % ~ and
~ - set
. rn = 0 .

(2) For i = 1,2, ...,ne ,if nyw- = O , carry out the following procedure:
1

p i = min {-A,

C

A;p;

- e ,p-

+ O A ~ F : ~ ;O]},
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nFw-C= nuw-- 1
nfw-c=nu"- 1 ,for al1j E I 8 p w J

mem+ 1
(3) If m = ne,stop; otherwise go to step (2).

5.4.1 Bipolat Test Mode1

The test model consists of two smooth cylindrical conductors of radius r, = 0.0025 rn
above ground with spacing s = 3 m and height H = 2 m, as shown in Fig. 5. 1. The con-

Figure 5.1. Bipolar DC Iine model.

ductor on the left is energized at a voltage -Vo and the one on the nght at a voltage Vo,
where Vo = 120, 200,300 kV. The wind is assumed to be uniform in a direction normal
to the line parallel to the ground. The artificial boundary indicated by a dashed line (see
Fig. 5.1) is located at a height 5H and lateral distance 7H from the line. The ionic mobilities of the positive and negative space charges are assumed to be equal [22], i.e.
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k+ = k- = 1-4 x IO4 m2N.s. Also, the corona onset field strengths of the two polarities
are assumed to be the sarne in magnitude, i.e. E: = -E; = 48.06 kV/cm, which is
obtained from Peek's law. The recombination coefficient is Rion = 2.2 x 10-l2m3/s.
The finite element mesh for this model is shown in Fig. 5.2, which is generated using
the program in [45]. In the mesh, the number of nodes, n, = 2037 and the number of ele-

ments, n, = 3934.

Figure 5.2. FE mesh for the bipoIar DC line model.

5.4.2 Ground Profiles of the Field Quanlities

The ground profiles of electric field strength and space charge density for three different
voltage levels, obtained by using the proposed algorithm, are shown in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4,
respectively. Also, the algorithm has k e n applied to show the effect of wind on the calculated ground profiles at an applied voltage of 200 kV.

In the implementation of the iterative algorithm, the relaxation factor was chosen in

1

the range 0.05 < 0 < 0.2 and convergence considered to be achieved when both 1 - al1

and 1 1 - a;l are less than 1 %. The iterative process is stable and takes about 30 iterations
to converge.
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Figure 53. Calculated ground profiles of electric field strength.

Figure 5.4. CaIculated ground profiIes of space charge density, (p+ + p*).

5.4.3 Effect of Recombination

Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the calculated ground profiles of electric field strength and space
charge density at a voltage level of 200 kV when the recombination coefficient is
neglected. It is seen that the recombination coefficient has a negligible effect on the
ground profiles of the field quantities. The same thing is tme for other voltage levels.
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Figrtre 5.5. Effect of recombination on the ground profile of etectnc field strength; Vo = 200 kV.
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Figure 5.6. Effect of recombination on the ground profite of space charge density; Vo = 200 kV.

95.5 A Simplified Model for Bipolar Ionized Field
5.5.1 CalculafionModel

In the absence of wind,the potentid at ail points on the symmetncally situated Iine x = O
(see Fig. 5.1) is zero when the parameters for the two polarities, such as the corona onset
field strength and the ionic mobility, are considered to be the sarne in magnitude, respectively. If we further assume that the positive space charge in the region x < O and the neg-
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ative one in the region x > O are negligible, the bipolar ionized field region can be
separated into two sub-regions in each of which only a unipolar ionized field exists. For
instance, the positive unipolar ionized field is defined in the region x > O and is described
by Eqs. (4.1)-(4.3) subject to the following boundary conditions:

where the superscript

"+"

has been dropped for sirnplicity. In the boundary condition

(5.43), @ ( x , y) is the electric potential of the corresponding charge free field.

5.5.2 Numetical Results

The upwind FVM based relaxation algorithm for the unipolar ionized field in Chapter 4 is
used to solve the above simplified bipolar ionized field model in the regions x c O and
x > O for the negative and positive polarities, respectively. The calculated ground profiles

of the field quantities at different voltage levels in the absence of wind are shown in Figs.
5.7 and 5.8. Comparison of these results with those obtained by use of the triangular FVM
based algorithm for the bipolar ionized field described in Section 5.2.2 indicates that the
above simplified mode1 is acceptable, frorn an engineering point of view, for the evaluation of the ground profiles of the field quantities in the absence of wind. The simplified
model results in significant reduction in the computational work since the solution over
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half of the domain needs fewer nodes and each node has only two unknowns. In addition,
a number of well developed techniques are available for solving the unipolar ionized field.

+ + + Simplified Mode1

Figure 5.7. Ground profiles of electric field sbength obtained by use of the simplified model at different
voltage levels in the absence of wind.

v

+ + + Sirnplified Model

Figure 5.8. Ground profiles of space charge density, (p+ + p- ), obtained by use of the simplified mode1 at
different voltage levels in the absence of wind.

55.6 Summary

A numerical algorithm has been presented for the solution of bipolar ionized fields based

on the upwind triangular FVM and the relaxation technique in Chapter 4. Numerical tests
on a bipolar line model show that the presented iterative algorithm is stable in the case of
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still air and light wind. The relaxation f m o r in the case of the bipolar DC line mode1
under consideration was chosen in the range 0.05 c û < 0.2 and about 30 iterations are

required for convergence.
Recombination of positive and negative space charges may be neglected for the evaluation of the ground profiles of the field quantities. Whether the recombination process is
considered or not actually does not have an appreciable effect on the behaviour of the iterative process.

In the absence of wind, the bipolar ionized field may be rnodelled as the combination
of two unipolar fields for computing the field quantities at ground level. Use of this simplified approach results in solutions with comparable accuracy with the computational work
being substantially reduced.

It should be mentioned that the presented algorithm does not succeed in solving the
bipolar ionized field as effected by strong wind (i.e. w > 5 m/s) due to a solution failure of
the current continuity equation in the process of iteration.

INVESTIGATION OF UNIPOLAR BUNDLED
DC LINE IONIZED FIELDS

In this chapter, the upwind FVM based relaxation algorithm is applied to investigate the
ionized field of unipolar bundled DC Iines. The geomeâries considered are typical of practical DC lines and the effect of wind is included. The validity of the equivalent single conductor approach is verified. The convergence criterion used is 1 1 - akl< 1 % .

86.1 Introduction

Although a number of numerical algorithms which do not employ Deutsch's assumption
have been proposed for the analysis of ionized fields associated with HVDC transmission
lines since the 19603, none of them have ever been applied to solve the ionized field of a
bundled line without replacing its bundled conductor with an equivalent single cylindrical
conductor. A review of the existing literature, however, indicates that there is a lack of
information on the validity of employing an equivalent single conductor in the ionized
field analysis of a bundled DC line. In the analyses carried out without resorting to the
equivalent single conductor approach [26,29,35],the ratio of the conductor height to subconductor spacing considered is much smaller than practical values [29,35]. Besides, the
numerical methods employed [26,29] are based on Deutsch's assumption, which is not
valid in the presence of wind.
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Therefore, it is of practicd significance to study the ionized field of a bundled DC line

and venfy the validity of the equivalent single conductor approach.

06.2 Effect of Conductor Bundüng on Ionized Fields

In this section, a unipolar DC line with a 2-subconductor bundle is considered to examine

the effect of the conductor bundling on the corona current and the behaviour of its associated ionized field at ground level in the absence of wind.

6.2.1 Line Mode1

The 2-bundle mode1 has an average conductor height H = 15.24 m, as shown in Fig. 6.1.
Three subconductor radii are considered, r, = 0.009525 , 0.01905 and 0.038 1 m. with
comesponding applied voltages of V, = 3 14,538, and 926 kV,respectively. For each value
- - - - - - - - - - - y -

artifici';r'bOuZ=-

- - - - - - - - - y
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I
I
I
I
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I
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ground
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X

Figure 6.1. Two-bundle unipo1a.r DC Iine.

of r, , the subconductor spacing s is varied such that H / s = 0.5, 1, 2,4, 8, 16, and 32.

These values cover the range of line parameters encountered in practice.
The surface factor of each subconductor is assumed to be m = 0.4. The corona onset
field strength is evaluated by applying Peek's law to each subconductor, Le.
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Since the subconductor radius is much smaller than the subconductor spacing, the
space charge density may be assumed to be u n i f o d y distributed on each subconductor

surface.
The finite element mesh for the 2-bundle model for the case when r, = 0.01905 m.

H = 15.24 m and H / s = 32 is shown in Fig. 6.2; the local mesh near the bundled conductor is shown in Fig. 6.3

Figure 6.2. Finite element mesh for the 2-bundle model with r, = 0.01905 m. H = 15.24 ml
H/s = 3 2 . n, = 1769 and ne = 3412.

Figure 6.3. Local finite element mesh near the bundled conductor. (a) Local mesh near the 2-bundle. (b)
Local mesh near each subconductor.
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The node-centred upwind FVM based algorithm in Chapter 4 was employed in which
the electric field strengths E,, and E;f) are taken to be their average values at the bundled conductor surface.

6.2.2 Numerical Results

The calculated ground profiles of elecîric field strength and space charge density for different sets of geometric parameters are shown in Figs. 6.4-6.9. The following facts emerge
from examination of these figures. When the subconductor spacing is large (Le. H / s < 4 ),
two peaks occur in the ground profiles of electric field strength and space charge density,

with the peaks located directly below the subconductors. As the subconductor spacing
decreases, the locations of the peaks move closer to each other and the peak value of the
space charge density decreases. However, the peak value of the electnc field strength
rernains almost unchanged. When the subconductor spacing is such that H / s 1 4 , the
peaks of the ground profile of field quantities merge and decrease as the subconductor
spacing is further reduced.
For a practical bundled DC line, the ratio H / s is much larger than 4, and hence it is
not possible to observe two peaks in the ground profile of field quantities.
Figure 6.10 shows the effect of subconductor spacing on the corona current. As
expected, over a large range of s , the corona current decreases as the subconductor spac-

ing is reduced. This confinns that in order to take advantage of bundling, the two subconductors should not be placed too far from each other.
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Figure 6.4. Ground profiles of electnc field strength of the 2-bundle line for different H / s ;
H / r , = 1600. H = 15.24 m. V,, = 314 kV.

Figure 65. Ground profiles of space charge density of the ZbundIe line for different H / s ; H / r , = 1600,

Figure 6.6. Ground profiles of electric field strength of the 2-bundle line for different H/s ; H/ro = 800,
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Figure 6.7. Ground profiles o f space charge density o f the 2-bundle iine for different H / s ;H / r o = 800,

H = 15.24 m. V,, = 538 kV.

Figure 6.8. Ground profiles of ekctric field strength of the 2-bundle line for diffirent H / s ; H / r o = 400,

Figure 6.9. Ground profiles o f space charge density of the 2-bundle line for different H / s ;
H / r , = 400, H = 15.24 m, Vo = 926 kV.
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Figure 6.10. Effect of the ratio s/H on the corona current; H = 15.24 m.

56.3 Cornparison between 2- and 4-subconductor Bundle Unipolar Lines
A 6 0 kV line with 2- and 4-subconductor bundles is considered [7].The corona current
and the associated ground profiles of electric field strength and space charge density are
compared in the presence of wind.

6.3.1 Line Models

In the 600 kV 2-bundle mode1 (Fig. 6.1). the subconductor radius and spacing are taken to
be r, = 0.023 m and s = 0.457 m, respectively. The total cross sectional area of the
bundled conductor is 33.24 cm2. The corona onset field strength as calculated from Peek's
Iaw with a surface factor of 0.4 is E, = 14.38 kV/cm. In the corresponding finite element
mesh, the number of nodes is n, = 1674 and the nurnber of elements is ne = 3222.
In the 600 kV Cbundle line (Fig. 6.1 l), the subconductor radius and spacing are
r, = 0.01525 m and s = 0.457 m, respectively. The total area of section of the bundled
conductor is 29.22 cm2. The average conductor height is the same as that in the 2-bundle
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model, i.e. H = 15.24 m. From Peek's law, the corona onset field strength is E, = 14.92
kV/cm for a surface factor of 0.4. The global finite element mesh for the 4-bundle line,
which consists of 2429 nodes and 4688 elements, is sirnilar to that for the 2-bundle Iine
(see Fig. 6.2). The local mesh near the bundle is shown in Fig. 6.12. The local finite element mesh close to each subcoductor is similas to that shown in Fig. 6.3@).

Figure 6-11. Four-subconductor bundled line.

Figure 6-12. Local mesh near the bundled conductor.

6.3.2 Numerical Results

Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the ground profiles of electric field strength and space charge
density, respectively. It is seen that although the Cbundle line uses less amount of material
than the Zbundle line, it is more efficient in reducing the magnitudes of electric field

strength and space charge density at ground level both in the absence and in the presence
of wind.
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w = 0 m/s
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Figure 6.13. Ground profiles of electric field strength of the 2- and 4-bundle lines at different wind
velocities.

Figure 6.14. Ground profiles o f space charge density of the 2- and 4-bundle lines at different wind
velocities.

Since the ionized field in the case of the Cbundle line is weaker, it is more easily influenced by wind. When the wind velocity attains a certain value, the crest of the ground profile of electric field strength flattens. With further increase in the wind velocity, two peaks
appear (Fig. 6.13, Cbundle case, w = 16 mk),one of which (on the left) is due to the
applied voltage and the other is caused by the shifted space charge. As in the case of the 2bundle line, the 4-bundle itself does not cause more than one peak in the ground profile of
field quantities.
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The corona currents of the bundled lines as influenced by wind is shown in Fig. 6.19. It
is seen that the corona currents and hence the losses increase significantly with wind
velocity. The corona loss due to the 4-bundle line is less than that due to the 2-bundle line
by about 3040% over the range of wind velocities considered.

The iterative algorithm performs well in the absence and in the presence of wind in
terms of the stability and convergence rate. Only 10-20 iterations are needed for convergence when the tolerance 6 (Section 4.2.2) is specified to be 1%.

$6.4 Equivalent Single Conductor Mode1

The ionized field of a unipolar DC line with a bundled conductor is conventionally modelled as the ionized field of a single cylindrical conductor DC line. in this section, the
validity of this approach is verified.

6.4.1 Equivalent Singe Conductor

In the absence of space charge, the bundled conductor can be replaced with an equivalent
single cylindncal conductor in terms of the electric field strength at the conductor surface.
For the ionized field, in addition to this condition, it is also required that the single conductor should have the sarne corona onset field strength as the bundled conductor. This
requirement cm actually be met by changing the surface factor rn in Eq. (6.1).
The average electric field strength at the conductor surface of the twin subconductor
bundle in Section 6.3, obtained by using the FEM,is 23.23 kV/cm, and that of the Csubconductor bundle is 20.1 kV/cm. From these data and the above conditions, the equivalent
single conductor which replaces the twin subconductor bundle should have a radius of
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0.03873 m and a surface factor of 0.416. For the Csubconductor bundle, the equivalent
single conductor should have a radius of 0.04593 m and a surface factor of 0.436.

The ionized field was solved by employing a finite element mesh with 1219 nodes and
2332 elements for the former equivalent single conductor line. The performance of the latter equivalent single conductor line was evaluated by using 1195 nodes and 2284 elements.

6.4.2 Numerical Resulfs

Figures 6.15 and 6.16 compare the ground profiles of electric field strength and space
charge density of the 2-subconductor bundle line with those of its equivalent single conductor line for different wind velocities. Very good agreement is observed. The results for
the 4-subconductor bundle Iine and its equivalent single conductor mode1 are shown in

Figs. 6.17 and 6.18.The application of the equivalent single conductor approach also
yields satisfactory ground profiles of electric field strength and space charge density.
e

- 2-bundle
------

Equivalent single conductor
w = O rn/s

/

8 m/s

Figure 6.15. Ground profiles of elecuic field strength of the single conductor line equivalent to the
2-bundle line.
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- Zbundle
------ Equivalent single conductor

Figure 6.16. Ground profiles of space charge density of the single conductor Iine equivdent to the
2-bundle Iine.

- 4-bundle

n

E
2

0s4]

------

Equivalent single conductor
l

mis
8 m/s

Figure 6.17. Ground profiles of electric field strength of the single conductor line equivalent to the
4-bundle line.

------ Equivalent single conductor
8m/s
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Figure 6.18.Ground profiles of space charge density of the single conductor h e equivdent to the
4-bundle line.
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Figure 6.19 shows the dependence of corona currents of the bundled lines on wind
velocity as obtained by using their equivalent single conductor approach. It may be seen
that the differences caused by the use of the equivalent single conductor is about 1% or
Iess, which is negligibly srnall.

- Bundled conductor
--&--

Equivalent single conductor

Figure 6.19. Corona currents of the equivdent single conductor lines as influenced by wind.

46.5 Summary

As in the case of single conductor lines, the upwind node-centred FVM based relaxation
algorithm may be used to efficiently obtain the solution of the ionized field associated with
bundled unipolar DC lines. The iterative behaviour exhibited in the case of bundled lines
is similar to that in Chapter 4. The sarne remark is tme for the upwind uiangular FVM
based algorithm.
The subconductors of a bundled unipolar DC line with practical subconductor spacing
do not give rise to twin peaks in the ground profiles of field quantities. A secondary peak
cm be obtained only in the profile of electric field strength under extremely strong wind
conditions due to the effect of the shifted space charge.
A bundled conductor may be analysed by replacement of the subconductors with an
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equivalent single cylindncal conductor provided the average electric field strength at the
conductor surface and the corona onset field strength remain unchanged. Such an analysis
yields satisfactory ground profiles of electric field strength and space charge density and
practically the same corona current within the range of wind velocities encountered in
practice.

CONCLUSIONS

In this thesis, two new iterative dgorithms, the FEM based optimization aigorithm and the
upwind FVM based relaxation algonthm, have been presented for solving the ionized field
of unipolar HVDC transmission lines in the presence of wind. Numerical tests are carried
out on a coaxial cylindrical geometry whose ionized field c m be analytically solved as
well as on a unipolar DC line mode1 for which rneasured values of the field at ground ievel
are available in the Iiterature.
The FEM based optirnization algorithm is shown to be highly efficient in t e m of its
stability, convergence rate and accuracy in the presence of moderate wind. Besides, it
offers a theoretical advantage over existing methods by introducing a new solution methodology, i.e. to solve the ionized field problem by transforming it into an optimization
problem for which the mathematical b a i s has been well established.
The upwind FVM based relaxation algorithm is constructed by resorting to a popular
solution philosophy, i.e. to solve alternatively the two goveming equations. However, the
introduction of a relaxation technique into the iterative algorithm and the use of two new
upwind FVMs distinguish it from other methods in the literature and make it possible to
extend its applicability to cover a wide range of wind velocities, geometric parameten,
and ratios of the applied voltage to the corona onset value.
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The presented algorithms are compared, in terms of their performance, in Table 7.1. It
is seen that the upwind node-centered FVM based relaxation algorithm performs better

than the FEM based optimization algorithm in a general sense, and the upwind h-iangular
FVM based algorithm is the most efficient from a computational point of view.
Table 7.1. Cornparison of the presented algorithms.
-

Upwind Triangular
FVM Based

Upwind Node-centered
FVM Based

FEM Based
Number of MuItiplications
needed in Each Iteration

I

Number of Iterations
needed for Convergence
Wind Velocity Limit

Moderate wind
(e.g. w S 8 d s )

No lirnit

Stability for Single
Conductor Line
in Light Wind

Excellent

ExcelIent

I

Excellent

Stability for Single
Conductor Line
in Strong Wind

Less than ideal

Excellent

I

Excellent

Stability for
Bundled Line

Less than ideal

1

Excellent

1

Excellent

The upwind triangu1a.r FVM based relaxation algorithm has also been extended to

solve the bipolar ionized field. Numerical results show that its performance is satisfactory
in the presence of light wind. By using this dgorithm, the effect of ion recornbination is
shown to be negligible for evaluating the field quantities at ground level. Also, a simplified
mode1 is suggested, which makes it possible to obtain the ground level field quantities of
the bipolar ionized field in the absence of wind by solving two unipolar ionized fields.
As an application of the upwind node-centered FVM based relaxation algorithm, the

ionized field associated with practical unipolar bundled DC lines including the effect of
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wind has been investigated in detail. It is found that the bundled conductors of practical

DC lines do not give rise to more than one peak in the ground profiles of the field quantities. In addition, it is shown that the ionized field of bundied DC lines may be evaiuated by
replacing the bundled conductor with an equivalent single cylindrical conductor both in
the absence and in the presence of wind.
The main contributions of the thesis are now summarized as follows:
(1) A new solution methodology has been proposed, i.e. to solve the ionized field prob-

lem by transforming it into an optirnization problem.

(2) For the first time,a relaxation technique has been introduced into the iterative algorithm for solution of the ionized field.
(3) Two new upwind FVMs for solving the current continuity equation have been pro-

posed.
(4) A significant breakthrough has been achieved in the solution of ionized fields as

affected by strong wind as well as conductor bundling.

(5) A simplified mode1 has been suggested for evaiuating the ground Ievel field quantities of the bipolar ionized field in the absence of wind.
(6) For the first time, a numerical investigation has been carried out of the ionized field
associated with practical unipolar bundled DC lines in still air and in the presence of wind.

It may therefore be concluded that the ionized field problem associated with unipolar
DC lines (including bundled lines) in the presence of both light and strong wind has k e n

well solved in the thesis.
There is, however, some scope for further work in this area using the rnethods sug-

gested in this thesis. The FEM based optimization algorithm does not perform as satisfactorily as expected in the presence of strong wind or when the Iine is equipped with a

bundled conductor. Also, efforts should be made to improve the presented upwind triangular FVM based algorithm for solving the bipolar ionized field in order to handle the prob-

lem as affected by strong wind.
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